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Chapter one: Introduction and Wall Condition

/.

Brief History of the Ayyubid City Wall

The

fortified

Ayyubid City Wall of Cairo dates from

the lO"" century

experienced three principle construction campaigns, including

969AD. An enlargement of the
construction

was undertaken

wall took place in the

in 11

1""
1

its

AD.

original erection

It

around

century, and a third phase of

76 AD. The original mud-brick enclosure, of which

nothing remains, was a fortified wall executed in the Fatimid Period, (approximately 969

AD). The second construction of the
of the

1

1'

wall,

by Emir al-Guyush Badr al-GamalT

century was also fortified, but was enlarged to enclose the entire

had by then grown past the

limits of the first enclosure.

at the

city,

end

which

Presently, only small sections of

this wall remain.'

The

current wall

was executed

in

about

1

176 AD, under the reign of Salah ad-Dln,

Sultan of Egypt and founder of the Ayyubid Dynasty.
walls, with a regular succession of gates

Built entirely of stone curtain

and defensive towers,

was a sophisticated defensive arrangement.

Its

this version

of the wall

design utilized the most advanced

defensive techniques of the time, which was necessary for the fortification to remain
effective at that point.'

Eventually buried beneath debris, the wall remained untouched for some time,
until the

French occupation.

During the Napoleonic campaigns, around 1798 AD, minor

Creswell, Fortification in Islam before A. D. 1250 (London: Geoffrey Cumberlege, 1952). p.l 12 - 121.
1

maintenance intervention was carried

out.

Since Cairo was under French rule, this

maintenance was eventually followed by interventions

in 1882,

by the Comite de

Conservation des Monuments de I'Art Arab.

A comprehensive survey of the wall was carried out by the Comite between

1894

and 1902, and numerous portions of the wall, which had previously been sold off to
private individuals for residential expansion, were re-acquired in order to avert further

building expansion into the

wall.''

Still

clearly visible are the extensive stone

replacement and repairs, utilizing Portland cement, implemented by the Comite

No
1998,

significant changes

when the

current project began.

Table 1: Construction Timetable

Date

were made

to the eastern portion

in 1950.^

of the wall again

until

1^
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Map of the Ayyuhid city

wall
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and

its

''

/

gates. (Creswell. 1952)
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Background of the Al-Azhar Park Project

//.

In 1998, the conservation of this historic wall

was

set in

motion by the Aga Kahn

Trust for Culture, with the introduction of the al-Azhar Park project.

This project

proposes the establishment of a green-space park within the city of Cairo. The proposed
park will be located

at

the eastern end of the al-Dard al-Ahmar historic district of Cairo,

which abuts the Ayyubid wall near the Darassa
current historic district from

what

will

Hills.

The wall physically

be the al-Azhar park. Conservation

separates the

efforts

intended to restore the remaining sections of this wall within the al-Dard al-Ahmar

district

were launched

in 1998, in preparation for the park's opening.^

As mentioned,

the majority of the surviving wall belongs to the third phase of

construction for Cairo's city wall.

conservation work
Bab-al-Quarratin,

is

it

named

is

The

after the

now known

as

section of the city wall presently undergoing

main gate which

falls

within that area: originally

Bab al-Mahrug.^

A general assessment of the condition of the physical fabric was begun on a pilot
section of the wall in 1998, under the

portion of the wall

Darassa

hills, is

Mahrug

is

*

Aga Kahn

Aga Kahn

was excavated.^ The

currently

employed

Trust project, at which point this selected

pilot section,

for the testing

bordering the

mounds of the

of conservation treatments.

Bab

al-

the only gate included within the pilot section.

Trust for Culture, "Three Pilot Projects for Conservation and

Urban

Revitalization in Cairo's

al-Darb al-Ahmar District" historic Cities Support Programs Technical Brief N. 1(1998).
'

Creswell, The Muslim Architecture of Egypt: Fong, Al-Darb Al-Ahmar. p.

*

Aga Kahn

Trust for Culture, Three Pilot Projects for Consen'ation

al-Darb al-Ahmar

District, p. 25.

4

1

.4:

and Urban

p. 3.

1

Revitalization in Cairo

's

Figure 2: The excavated pilot section of the Ayyitbid wall

Approximately 3

to 3.5 meters wide,

and up

to

9 meters high with an unknown

foundation depth, the wall was built of two limestone veneers with rubble-mortar core.

The buff colored, fine-grained Egyptian limestone veneer
in

Flemish and running bond.

(stretchers)

masonry bonded and coursed

Individual stones range in thickness from

and 40cm (headers), while the unit length

A comprehensive

is

material condition survey

1999, and samples were taken for testing.

The

is

15-24cm

inconsistent.

was performed toward

the end of

utilization of scaffolding during the

survey allowed more accurate observations as to the types and extent of deterioration on
the wall's surface.

Prevalent conditions reported in the survey include flaking, dis-

aggregation of the stone surface, and visible

^

Fong, Al-Darb Al-Ahmar, p.

'"Fong,

1

salt crystallization.

.4:3.

Al-Darb Al-Ahmar. Dewey, The Ayyubid City Wall of Cairo: Stone Characterization and Analysis,

(Unpublished Report, 2000).

Fig 3: Close up from aerial view of the pilot section of the Ayyubid city wall. The historic district
ofal-Darb- al-Ahmar on the west is separated from the planned al-Azharpark on the eas by the
eastern portion of the Ayyubid wall, (unpublished map. Egypt Ministry of Culture /Ago Kahn
Trust for Culture).

Deterioration

III.

The two main

Mechanisms

factors in Egyptian

and a high clay content; a more

in

Limestone deterioration are the presence of salts

depth explanation of these deterioration mechanisms

follows.

Water
transporting

acts as a

medium

them within

it.

for salt

Once

movement, carrying soluble

salts into stone

inside the stone, salts can progressively cause the

6

and

deterioration of the stone as they crystalHze

damage depends on

when water evaporates;

the

amount of

the porosity of the stone material, and the type of salts present within

the stone.

Once deposited within

a stone material, different salt types

variations in the crystal formations

for example,

while

may be

salt crusts are

However,

easily

which develop on

removed from

generally

its

surface.

may produce

'Fluffy efflorescence,'

the surface of stone without causing

more detrimental and prove more challenging

as stones generally contain salt mixtures, rather than

to

damage,

remove."

one individual type of

salt, crystallization

and dissolution cycling behavior becomes very complex, due

different behaviors

of individual

salts,

as well as their effects

great

to the

on one another.'^

Characteristics of the individual stone, as well as the location of salt crystallization,

morphology and

the growth rate of forming crystals are important factors in the

deterioration of building stone.''

most abundant

salts in

constituent in the

Sodium

chloride and calcium sulfate are

commonly the

Egyptian limestone, with sodium chloride present as the main

Ayyubid

salt

Wall."''

" Arnold and Kueng, "Crystallization and Habits of Salt Effloresences on Walls I: Methods of
Investigations and Habits, " Proceedings of the Fifth International Congress on Deterioration and
Conservation of Stone, Lausanne, (Lausanne: Presses Polytechniques Romandes, 1985); Arnold and
Zehnder, "Crystallizations and Habits of Salt Effloresence on Walls: II Conditions of Crystallization,"
Proceedings of the Fifth International Congress on Deterioration and Conservation of Stone, Lausanne,
(Lausanne: Presses Polytechniques Romandes. 1985); Zehnder and Arnold, "Crystal Growth in Salt
Effloresence," Journal ofCtystal Growth 97 N.2 (1989).
''
Price and Brimblecombe, "Preventing Salt Damage in Porous Materials," Preventive Conservation

and Research: Preprints. (London: Inteniational Institute for Conservation of Historic
and Artistic Works, 1994); Steiger and Zeunert, "Crystallizations Properties of Salt Mixtiires"
Proceedings of the Eigth International Congress on Deterioartion and Conserx'ation of Stone, Berlin,
(Berlin: Moller, Druck and Verlag, 1996).
Lewin, "The Mechanism of Masonry Decay Throughout Crystallization," Conservation of Historic Stone
Buildings and Monuments. Washington DC: National Academy Press, 1982).
Lucas, "Disintegration and Preservation of Building Stones in Egypt. (Cairo: Ministry ofFinanaces,
Practice, Theory

1915).

7

Salt behavior in arid climates is particularly important in the case

in Cairo,

due

to the

initially distributed

surface,

extreme crystallization/dissolution conditions produced.
evenly throughout the stone,

is

affected

by

drawing the moisture and

salts

dissolved in

producing a concentration of water-soluble
subsequent drop

in local relative

it

salts just

Water,

local temperature

High daytime temperatures induce the evaporation of water

conditions.

of monuments

at the

stone

from the depth of the stone,

beneath the stone's surface.'^

The

humidity, as a result of the water evaporation, causes

salt crystallization at the surface.

The sharp nighttime drop

in

temperature causes the general relative humidity to

increase again at the stone's surface, allowing the scarce moisture to condense into a film

of supersaturated

solution, dissolving the water-soluble salts

penetrating into the stone pores

by

capillarity.

generating cyclic stresses which eventually

This cycle

damage

is

on the surface, and
then repeated daily,

the stone structure. Ironically, the

absence of precipitated water hinders the flushing of accumulated
therefore allowing the salts to remain for another cycle.

salts

from the surface,

'^

A typical desert climate with only two seasons, such as Cairo's, produces extreme
conditions.

These variations

in the daily

temperature and relative humidity are

contributing factors to decay mechanisms. Environmental monitoring performed on the

Giza Plateau,

in preparation for condition surveys

and restoration

efforts

of the Great

Bourguignon, 2000, p. 19; Gauri, "The Deterioration of Ancient Stone Structures in Egypt. " Prospection
et Sauvegarde des Antiquities de I 'Egypte. (Le Caire: Institute Francaise d 'Archaise d 'Archeologie
"
Orientale de Caire. 1981), Gauri, Holdren, and Vaughan, "Cleaning Efflorescence from Masonry,

ASTM, 1986); Helmi, "Study of Salt Problem in
of the Ninth Triennial Meeting of the /COM Committee for
Cosnerx'ation. (Los Angeles: ICOM Committee for Conser\'ation. 1990); Shoeib, Roznerska and BorykJozefowicz, "Weathering Effects on an Ancient Egyptian Limestone which has been Affected by Salt ",
Proceedings of the First Inernational Symposium on the Consen'ation of Monuments in the
Cleaning Stone and Masonry. (Philadelphia:
the Sphinx, Giza, Egypt," Preprints

Sphinx, supplies a detailed image of Cairo's climate. According to these studies, the
relative

humidity varies between 9

variations are

100% over the

course of a year.

accompanied by large daily variations between the

humid nights found

at the

Average climatic conditions

in this climate.

annual rainfall of approximately
temperatures

% to

1

inch,

Such yearly

hot, dry days,

and cool,

for this area include an

and temperatures ranging from 3° to 42° C.

The

surface of the stone on the Great Sphinx, for example, varies between

2°-55 °C, in the exposed sun and, 4°-42 °C in the shade. '^

Egyptian limestone

is

considered to be especially vulnerable to weathering in relation to other limestones, the
arid climate

of Cairo only serves

susceptible Egyptian stone.

ability to

to exacerbate the deterioration

of the naturally

Deterioration processes, generally detrimental to any stone's

reduce the integrity of the masonry structure, are particularly harmful in such an

inherently

weak

limestone.

Clay minerals, which are natural components of many stones, are present
quantities in

most building

stones.

such as in this Egyptian limestone,

and conservation, particularly

more

it

When
it

an overabundance of clay minerals

is

in small

present,

can be a major problem for the stone's durability

if the clays are

expansive and in concentrations of 5% or

has been shown to result in the rapid decay of that stone. '^

The Ayyubid Wall's

stone has a clay content of only 4.5%.'^

Mediterranean Basin. (Brescia: Grafo Edizioni. 1990).
Maekawa and Agnew, "Investigation on Environmentally Driven Deterioration of the Great Sphinx and
Concepts for Protection," Archaeological Consen'ation and its Consequences, (London: Inernational
Institute for

Consen'ation of Hsitoric and Artistic iVorks, 1996).
et ai, "The Role of Clays in the Decay of Ancient Egyptian Limestone

" Rodriguez-Navarro

'*

Sculptures," Journal of the American Institute for Conservation. (1997); Dunn and Hudec, "Water, Clay
and Rock Soundness," The Ohio Journal of Science 66 (2), f 1966).
Helmi, Study of Salt Problem in the Sphinx. Giza, Egypt. 1990; Dewey, The Ayyubid Wall of Cairo.

2000; Bourguignon, 2000.

9

The presence of clays

in

high concentrations, such as

is

characteristic of Egyptian

Where

limestone, has frequently been identified as a primary decay agent.

swelling of

these clays occur within the stone as a result of an increase in moisture, the degree and
extent of that swelling

reversible

-

is

directly related to this increase.

permitting the clays to dry and shrink

-

Although

this action

may be
may

the repetition of this action

cause

dramatic damage to stones with an unusually high clay content.

Although a high clay concentration has been shown

to contribute to the

deterioration processes, the distribution of those clays within the stone

determining the deterioration

easily.

It

rate.

This will be faster when

air

and water reach them

has been proposed that clays distributed throughout the stone in a thin and

uniform configuration, as opposed
necessarily lead to stone decay.

Swelling

may

result

to a concentrated

network accessible

as osmotic swelling,

osmotic swelling

is

which

from two

all

different

mechanisms.

It

may occur by

inner-

expanding clays), or

types of clay undergo. The swelling stress produced by

significantly smaller than that of inner-crystalline swelling."'^

synergy between

salts

and clay minerals has been suggested and examined

connection to stone deterioration.

The extent of stone weathering from

large part on the stone's inherent properties."'

'

to water, will not

'^

crystalline swelling, (such as with illites or montromorillonites, the

A

is critical in

Therefore,

it

salt

depends

in

in

appears

Dunn and Hudec, Water, Clay and Rock Soundness, 1966.
Madsen and Miiller-Vonmoos, "The Swelling Behavior of Clays," Applied Clay Science V.4 ("1989);
Rodriguez-Navarro et al, "The Role of Clays in the Decay of Ancient Egyptian Limeston Sculptures.
1997; Rodriguez-Navarro et al, "The Role of Sepiolite-Palygorskite in the Decay of Ancient Egyptian
Limestone Sculptures," Clays and Clay Minerals y At N.4, (1998).
Cooke, "Laboratory Simulation of

Salt

Weathering Processes

10

in

Arid Environments. "iTa/f/i Suiface

probable that the presence of clay minerals within a given stone might have a significant
role in the susceptibility

clay minerals

of a stone

to salt weathering.

It

has further been proposed that

may actually encourage deterioration through

salt crystallization, since

it

is

believed that several mechanisms collectively produce stone deterioration, as opposed to

any individual source of decay. Conversely, the presence of salts

in stone

may have

a

similar influence

on clay-induced deterioration mechanisms; the presence of the

may enhance

problem of clay expansion, where the presence of salts exacerbates the

the

swelling of whatever clays

which

is

may be present.^^

responsible for the spectacular

(3%

It is

salts

most probably a compilation of factors

in water)

expansion of Egyptian

limestone.^^

4. (1979)\ Harvey et al. "Absorption and Other Properties of Carbonate Rock Affecting
Soundness of Aggregate," Decay and Presen'ation of Stone: Engineering Geology Case Histories V.ll,
(1978); McGreevy and Smith, "The Possible Role of Clay Minerals in Salt Weathering," Catena V.ll,
fl984); Rodriguez-Navarro, The Role of Clays in the Decay of Ancient Egyptian Limestone Sculpture,
(1998); Rodriguez-Navarro, The Role of Sepiolite-Palygorskite in the Decay of Ancient Egyptian
Limestone Sculptures. (1998); Snethlage and Wendler, "Moisture Cycles and Sandstone Degradation,
Saving our Architectural Heritage. fChichester: John Wiley and Sons, 1996).
Bourguignon, p. 4 1
Harvey et al. Absorption and Other Properties of Carbonate Rock Affecting
Soundness Aggregate. " (1978): McGreevy and Smith, The Possible Role of Clay Minerals in Salt
Weathering. (1984); Rodriguez-Navarro, The Role of Clays in the Decay of Ancient Egyptian Limestone
Sculpture. (1997); Rodriguez-Navarro, The Role of Sepiolite-Palygorskite in the Decay of Ancient
Egyptian Limestone Sculptures. (1998); Agnew, Neville "Wall Paintings at Mogao Grottoes; Site
Conservation at the Mogao and Y Grottoes. " Conser\'ation of Ancients Sites on the Silk Road
Proceedings of an International Conference on the Conservation of Grotto Sites, (Los Angeles, Getty

Processes

;

.

Conservation

Institute, 1997).

Cooke, Laboratoiy Simulation of Salt Weathering Processes in Arid Environments, (1979); Harvey
Absorption and Other Properties of Carbonate Rock Affecting Soundness of Aggregate. (1978);

McGreevy and Smith, The

et al,

Possible Role of Clay Minerals in Salt Weathering. ^984); Rodriguez-

Navarro, The Role of Clays in the Decay of Ancient Egyptian Limestone Sculpture. (1998); RodriguezNavarro, The Role of Sepiolite-Palygorskite in the Decay of Ancient Egyptian Limestone Sculptures.
(1998); Snethlage and Wendler, Moisture Cycles

and Sandstone Degradation.
II

('1996).

IV.

Deterioration Problems in the Wall

Although stone deterioration

is

commonly recognized

as the culmination of

multiple factors and decay mechanisms, of which thermal cycling, salt crystallization,

and erosion are a few, there are relatively few published examples of conservation
large scale, outdoor

Petra and the

monuments

Roman

in situ.

Some

in

studies include conservation efforts at

Forum."'* In the case of Egyptian limestone, studies and

conservation efforts on behalf of the Great Sphinx have produced the largest body of

related literature thus far.

Although deterioration mechanisms are not yet

understood, existing studies on Egyptian limestone point to two

its

deterioration;'

high soluble

salt

fully

critical factors

leading to

concentrations and the presence of a high clay

mineral content which render the stone liable to structural decay.

'

Kuhlenthal, "Petra: the Preservation Concept for the

Tomb

Facades." 8" International Congress on

and Consenation of Stone, Berlin (Berlin: ICCROM, 1996); Fitzner. and
Heinrichs, "Damage Diagnosis at Monuments Carved from Bedrcks in Petra, Jordan" La conservazione
dei monumenti nel bacino del Mediterraneo: atti del 3° simposio internazionale, Venezia, Venice:
Soprintendenza ai beni artistici e storici di Venezia, 1994); Nardi, "Conservation of the Arch of Septimus
Severus: Work in Progress. " Case studies in the Conserx'ation of Stone and Wall Paintings: Preprints of

Deterioration

,

(

Bologna Congress. (London: IIC, 1986); Nardi. "The Conservation Intervention
on the Arch of Septimus Severus in the Roman Forum," ICOM Committee for Conser\ation: 8th
Triennial Meeting. Sydney, (Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute. 1987); Einaudi,
the Contributions to the

"Roman Forum," Space and Societ,
^

Helmi, Study of the Salt Problem

(Firenze: Sansoni/Mit Press. 1983).

in the

Sphinx, Giza. Egypt.(\990y,

Maekawa and Agnew,

Investigation on Environtnentally Driven Deterioration of the Great Sphin.x

and Concepts for

Protection, (\996y. Camuffo, "Controlling the Aeolian Erosion of the Great Sphinx" .Studies in
et al. "Geologic Features and the Durability of Limestones at the
Great Sphinx." Engineering Geology of the Ancient World. (Rotterdam: A. A. Balkema. 1988); Gauri et
al, "Removal of Water Soluble Salts from Masonry and Porosimetry of a Pharonic Veneer Stone from
the Sphinx," Newsletter of the American Research Center in Egypt 124. (1983); Gairi, et al. "Cleaning

Conservation V.38 N.S.( 1993); Gauri

Efflorescence from Masonry," (1986); Tanimoto, Yoshimura, Kondo, "Long-term Stability of the
Underground Cavern for the Pharaoh and the Deterioration of the Great Sphinx," International Journal

of Rock Mechanics Mining Sciences and Geomechanic Abstracts 20. (1993); Selwitz, "Deterioration of
the Great Sphinx," Antiquity-. ( 990); First International Symposium on the Great Sphin.x ( 992 ).
1

1
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Egyptian limestone
secondary minerals.
porosity and the

The

is

composed mainly of calcite with

intrinsic character

of Egyptian limestone, particularly

number of micro-pores, may render

decay mechanisms.

In addition to these

several naturally occurring

its

this stone especially susceptible to

fundamental mechanisms, deterioration

also be attributed to the effects of elements

which occur on a case by case

basis.

may
In the

case of this particular project, concerns include a long use history of the nearby grounds
adjoining the wall for waste dumping, and the poor plumbing installed by inhabitants of
the neighborhood against the wall.

'^

These local conditions contribute

to deterioration

and must be considered by the conservation plan.

Developing a conservation strategy for such stone,
and harsh environment requires

that consideration

in relation to its

be given to methods that might benefit

the stone while offering practical potential for application.

alter the natural clay constituents

of the stone, some success

associated with clay related decay

composition

Although

little

in the mitigation

mechanisms has been achieved with

Several techniques exist to desalinate stone.

Salt

can be done to
of problems

surfactants.

removal from Egyptian

limestone has been fairly successful in the past, although dramatic failures have also been
reported due to the extreme sensitivity of Egyptian limestone to water, and

treatment.

use during

Further complications are apparent in the adoption of most widely used

desalination techniques due to the prospect of large-scale application to the

wall.

its

Hence, an unconventional approach

is

required

suited to the job.

Bourguignon,

p.

46.
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if

treatment

is

to

Ayyubid

be practically

V.

Present conditions manifest on the wall

Current conditions of the stone veneer indicate that stone condition ranges from
well conserved, to irretrievably deteriorated.

on the wall prior

A brief synopsis of the conditions manifest

to current interventions illustrates several deterioration features.

Figure 4: Veneer stones on the Ayyubid wall exhibit

differential weathering.

(Bourguignon, 2000, p. 14)

Salts are plainly visible

in three principal patterns

wall.

They

on the surface of the Ayyubid

wall.

on the wall's surface, and are dictated by

These are manifest
their location

on the

include: the presence of salt efflorescence and thin salt crusts referred to as

'veils' in earlier reports,

on the lowest sections of the wall; thick crusts of salt

14

in the area

just

above grade; and the presence of a strange

crusts

and

salt

The

growth within the stone.

thin salt crusts

salt

formation consisting of surface

salt

"^

on the lowest area are a

result

of

this surface

having been

buried prior to the wall's excavation in 1998. The region experienced the slow growth of
these crusts following

its

tooling marks are

clearly visible beneath them.

still

themselves from the wall

excavation, leaving the stones intact

in sheets

These

so

-

thin,

leaving the stone in relatively good condition."*

literature,

The development of these
and

Bourguignon,
•

wall.

thicker crusts, at the area just above grade, are located on the surface, but also

engage the subsurface of the stone.
thickness.

so in fact, that

exposed crusts release

Figure 5: Thin salt crusts located on the veneer stone of the Ayyubid
(Bourguignon, 2000)

The

much

it

These crusts range up

to several centimeters in

crust types has been well

documented

in the

generally requires the constant presence of saline solution coupled with a

p. 89;

Dewey, "The Ayyubid City Wall of Cairo."

Ibid.
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humid

In this instance, the continuous exposure to salt water

substrate.^^

originates from the ground during burial,

is

promotes wet/dry cycling, and frequently

results in spalling

The

carried through capillary rise,

wall's present exposure, due to

its

most

likely

which

of the surface.

^^

recent excavation, will most likely aher the

sah crystallization patterns as local environmental conditions change throughout the wall.
This

is

especially true of the recently excavated sections, found in a

which may be compromised by
different saU

VI.

their recent exposure,

growth patterns and

which allows

good condition,
for the

promotion of

fixrther deterioration.^'

Analysis of Wall Samples

Crusts on the wall's surface are only one indication and fiirther evidence of
profiise salt presence.

became necessary

to

Once

it

was apparent

that the salt content in the wall

determine and pinpoint the

salt distribution

was

high,

within the wall.

it

Coring

samples taken following the conditions survey, including both original and Comite
stones,

were taken

at several

points on the wall, and Cairo's

Laboratory analyzed the samples for
different levels,

An

Bourguignon,

^'

Bourguignon,

"

Three samples were taken,

at

from the east side of the wall, which will face the park once completed.

additional sample

"'

salt distribution.

Rock Engineering

was cored from

the west side of the wall.^^

p. 95-6; Dewey "The Ayyubid City Wall of Cairo"; Arnold and Kueng, Crystallization
and Habits of Salt: Effloresences on Walls 1: Methods of Investigations and Habits, (\9%5).
Bouguignon, p.95-6; Arnold and Kueng, Ciystallization and Habits of Salt Effloresences on Walls I:
Methods of Investigations and Habits. (1985).
p. 90.

Bourguignon; Dewey, "The Ayyubid City Wall of Cairo."
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Coring samples revealed

that salt concentrations in the

veneer stone generally

decrease slightly from the exterior to the interior of the wall. Results demonstrate that the
soluble salt content does not

fall

at the

lowest sampling point.

much

higher soluble

salt

below 3.5%

According

to

at tested

sampled

concentration, averaging

1

areas of the wall, peaking at

areas, the west side of the wall has a

1.2%."^''

Chloride concentrations increased with the height of the wall. The
percentage

is

several times higher than that of chlorides, at any point, but

with the height of the wall.

The

sulfate content

is

7.0%

ammonium

it

decreases

variable between heights and depth,

but generally ranges between 0-4%, increasing with the height of the wall probably as a
result of air pollution.^'*

The west
with a

much

side of the wall varies considerably

higher percent of soluble

higher than the east, but the

Bourguignon,
Ibid.,

p.

p.

103-4;

NH/

is

salts.

east in soluble salt content,

The chloride content

lower, and

Dewey, The Ayyubid Cin

from the

SO4

Wall.

106-8.

Ibid.
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~'

is

is

roughly the

proportionally

same."*"^

much

Legend

[""M
r ^ "J

Figure 6:

AutoCAD

Efflonsscence

Thick

Integral s«U crust

Thin

Ion Ayyahld SZCC£)

I

salt crust

sail crust

I

rendition of condition siin'ey results, showing ahundcmt salt problems.

(Bourguignon. 2000)

In addition to visual analysis of the wall

order to provide further information.

and coring, sampling was carried out

in

Eleven samples were taken from the veneer stone

for qualitative chemical analysis, such as micro-chemical spot-tests (utilized as

18

preliminary

salt tests), thin sectioning,

microscopy. Scanning Electron Microscopy

(SEM), and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD).'"

Through the use of SEM

became apparent

it

that salts

had crystallized within the

stone's voids, forming micro-cracks distributed throughout the matrix.^^ Micro-cracks,

which can be due

to thermal

natural cyclic weathering,

shock from

were found

in

fire,

short-term mechanical stresses, or the

abundance both

as well as in the calcium carbonate matrix.

in the stone's fossil inclusions,

Most of these were

likely

due

to the natural

weathering of the limestone, which consists of temperature and humidity cycles affecting
salt crystallization,

contained clays.

and re-crystallization and the expansion and contraction of the

Micro-cracks are often encountered

in areas rich

with

evidenced by microscopic examination of thin sections, micro-cracking
several areas of dense fossil presence containing high

Analysis confirmed that

salts

present in every sample analyzed

by

the average. This

Cairo.

These

most

is

salts

likely

due

may have been

"

were

Although chlorides

halite, the quantities detected

were high above

presence of chloride enriched earth around

carried into the stone through rising

damp, or have

been introduced by the mortar into the masonry through the water used for

^*

evident in

stone. Chlorides

qualitative chemical analysis.

to the

is

As

amounts of salt.

were present throughout the

occur naturally in Egyptian limestone as

salt.^^

its

mixing

Ibid., p. 86-7.

Bourguignon,

p. 99;

Bourguignon,

p. 85.

Dewey, The Ayyubid

Samples studied from Cairo held up

and Preservation of Building Stones

to
in

City Wall

of Cairo.

20.25% of salt with an average of 5.46%.
Egypt. (1915).
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Lucas, Disintegration

during construction. '^^

Analysis also revealed the presence of

converted nitrates generated by the local dump)
Salts

were expected

to

occur

in

',

sulfate.

ammonium

XRD could not confirm the

of pattern superposition between

Chlorides are

Egyptian Limestone.
desalination."*^

nitrite

(NaN03) and

commonly considered

"

These

are, in

chloride; and anhydrous

A stone with

In light of this

presence of nitrates because

(CaCOi).

calcite

a chloride concentration

above

and through the results of testing,

and Comite stone's very high chloride concentration,

Bourguignon,

literature.

p. 100;

Dewey, The AyyuhicI

Nitrates are usually organic in origin, and

of the wall served as a

dump

""

an important agent in the deterioration of

and consideration for conservation intervention.

"*"

found were those which

that the salts

Analysis also revealed a high concentration of nitrogen compounds

NO"', NH4'^), however,

original

XRD in most cases. XRD

Egyptian limestone, according to the

order of concentration: halite (sodium chloride);

(NO

majority of samples."*'

found with chemical testing were confirmed by

was carried out on selected samples, confirming

sodium

in a

(most likely

nitrites

is

it

0.

is

1%

is

a candidate for

evident that both the

worth further concern

Nitrates, in high concentration are also

City Wall of Cairo.

is

for a large part

most

likely the cause of there presence here, as the east side

ongoing utilization for
is found in close
Bourguignon, p. 101; Dewey, The Ayyithid Wall of Cairo;
the Conservation of Works of Art," (Rome: ICCROM.
of

its

history.

In conjunction with its

residences, consideration should also be given to the local sewage plumbing which

proximity to the wall, also rich

in nitrates.

Caneva, Nugari, and Salvadori, "Biology

in

1991).
'^^

This

may be due

calcite.

'*^

to the

Bourguignon,

very similar, and not easily distinguishable
p. 101

-102, 11 0-1 12;

XRD patterns of nitrate

Dewey, The Ayyuhid Wall of Cairo,

p. 11-12;

salts

and

Lucas,

Disintegration and Preservation of Building Stones in Egypt.
Hanna, "The Use of Organo-Silanes for the Treatment of Limestone in an Advanced State of
Deterioration," The Use of Organo-Silanes for the Treatment of Limestones Determined Through
Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry. (London: International Institute for Conservaiton of Historic and Artistic
Works, 1984); Miller, "Current Practice at the British Museum for the Consolidation of Decayed Porous

Stones," The

Consenator N.I6. (1992); Oddy, Hughes and Baker, "The Washing of Limestone

Sculptures from Egypt and the Middle East," Lithoclastia N.2, (1976).

" Dewey,

The Avxubid

Cit^•

Wall of Cairo.
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regarded as cause for concern, as they stimulate further deterioration to formerly

salt

saturated stones."*^

In

view of these previous

studies, the soluble salt content is at a high

enough

concentration as to consider salt deterioration the primary decay mechanism."*^

To reduce

the decay this

mechanism

ensures,

from entering the wall. Bourguignon recommends

from entering the wall

at its

it

is

fiindamental to prevent water

that rising

damp should be

thwarted

base and particular consideration should be paid to

addressing this problem.

VII.

An

Previous Conservation Studies

examination of numerous techniques used in addressing the deterioration

problems of Egyptian limestone was carried out and revealed several options ranging

from passive control

to full treatment.

Treatment options included the mechanical

removal of salts, consolidation, water immersion and

salt diffusion in

an ion water bath,

electro-osmosis desalination, and poulticing. Environmental control, as a protective

approach, was another option. However,
objects only,

in a

'

museum

many of these

treatments are suited to small

which can be monitored and displayed under controlled conditions, such
environment. This

is

not the case of the Ayyubid Wall

Bourguignon, p.l 12; Bradley and Middleton,

"A Study of the

-

as

an exposed, public

Deterioration of Egyptian Limestone

Sculpture," Journal of the American Institute for Conserx'ation 27 N.2. (1988).
'

Bradley and Hanna, "The Effect of Soluble Sah Movements on the Conservation of
p. 1 1 1
an Egyptian Limestone Standing Figure," Case Studies in the Conser\'ation of Stone and Wall

Bourguignon,

;

Paintings, (London: International Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works, 1986).
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monumental

structure.

One of the most

appealing approaches was that of protective

treatments used to reduce clay swelling,

The most

recent prior research

protective treatments,

for the stone in the

namely

Ayyubid

i.e.

to stabilize

expansive clays.

on the Ayyubid City Wall focused on the use of

surfactant application as a possible conservation treatment

wall.'*^

Its

ability to

reduce the expansion of clay minerals in

other studies, coupled with the reality of its practical application and use,
alternative treatment appear a promising choice.

In a previous thesis

by

E.

made

this

""^

Bourguignon, evaluation of the surfactant was achieved

through the testing and examination of artificially salt-laden stone samples, of the

proposed replacement stone for the wall. Being similar

in character

and appearance

to

the original stone used in the historic construction of the wall, this replacement stone

was

considered a reasonable choice for testing protocol. The samples were examined
following their

artificial salt

impregnation, treatment with a surfactant and subjection to

wet/dry cycling intended to imitate the conditions of the Ayyubid Wall.
that this treatment

It

was hoped

might diminish the harmful effects of clay expansion within the stone,

thus enhancing the durability of the stone, and providing a model for the

Ayyubid Wall

treatment. Although the research described in Bourguignon's thesis did produce

important information regarding surfactant use, the results showed that these stones did

The use of BDAC
Wendler,

as a surfactant

Klemm and

was used

in

Bourguignon's

thesis.

Snethlage, "Consohdation and Hydrophobic Treatment of Natural Stone,"

Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Durabiity of Building Materials and Components.
(London: Chapman and Hall. 199\); Wendler, Charola, and Fitzner, "Easter Island Tuff: Laboratories
Studie for its Ocnsolidation," Proceedings of the Eighth International Congress on Deterioration and
Conservation of Stone. (Berlin: MoUer, Druck and Verlag, 1996).
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not contain highly expansive clays so that this deterioration mechanism

compared

to that resulting

from

was minor

salt crystallization.'*''

VIIL Current Program

The present
surfactant

effects

thesis continues

Bourguignon's work by examining the effect the

had on the crystallization of salt within the

stone.

It

also aims to

of desalination and consolidation methods, with the hope of aiding

examine the

in a part

Ayyubid Wall conservation program. Evaluation of the replacement stone chosen
site is also a significant

determine

how

concern of this research. To that

of the
for the

effect, testing will also serve to

closely the replacement stone matches the original in terms of physical

properties and performance.

Following a brief characterization of a third replacement stone, chosen
the restoration of the wall, consolidation techniques will be tested.

treatments

may be potentially the most

The

2000

for

selected

and economical

effective, appropriate

in

for the

conservation of Ayyubid Wall.

The

effects

of desalination by poulticing with different solutions will be carried

out on samples used in Bourguignon's research, which were

salt

impregnated and

weathered, intended to simulate conditions of the actual wall.

The

poultices which will be tested are based on water, a surfactant and barium

hydroxide solutions applied individually with a paper pulp poultice, after which the
desalination efficiency of each treatment type will be evaluated.

Bourguignon; p.xiv,

p. 15.
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Furthermore, selected

samples will be examined

mapping

in order to determine depth

within the stone.

SEM with EDS dot

of penetration, and the extent and

salt distribution

Hopefully, these results will be beneficial for similar limestone

structures undergoing conservation

preservation

microscopy and

in thin section,^*' optical

method

work

in Cairo,

and

of desahnation as a

for the study

for salt laden materials in general.

Consolidation as resulting from barium hydroxide impregnation will be

examined regarding depth of penetration. The treatment with limewater
to the

new

will

be applied

stone for future evaluation.

This thesis aims to evaluate the current, and third proposed replacement stone,

with regards to

its

water transport behavior and consolidate

it

treatment. This method, if proved effective in future studies,

with traditional lime water

may be

the

most

practical

approach for the conservation of the Ayyubid Wall.

Samples of nummulitic and non-nummulitic stone were examined before and after treatment under
Relevant nummulitic samples were examined using SEM and EDS.

optical microscopy.
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Chapter

/.

II:

Stone Characterization

Original and Eariy Replacement Stone Characterization

The

present veneer stone on the eastern section of the

remains of the original

12'

century limestone, as well as a replacement stone installed

during a restoration project

The

original stone

although similar
both,

which

limestone.

is

'

Ayyubid stone

Ayyubid wall includes

in

is

in nature, is

1950 by the Comite de Monuments de I'Art

yellow-buff in color, whereas the 1950 replacement stone,
whiter than the original.

"

undoubtedly responsible for the yellowish

Iron inclusions are present in

tint

apparent in the original

Both aforementioned stones are fine-grained and
is

Arabe/'''

calcitic but the original

highly fossiliferous, whereas the replacement Comite stone

homogenous and contains fewer

A range of texture

is

more

fossils.

and porosity were found

in the stone types. Tests of their

properties reveal that the two stones have similar porosities, (18.83% in original and

21.94%

in

Comite stone) however, the

effects of porosity,

original has a larger range in pore sizes.

and a large proportion of small pores

recognized as a factor affecting stone deterioration, as
moisture to impact.

^'

in particular,

this

The

have been

allows a larger surface area for

'^^

Dewey, The Ayyubid Wall of Cairo: Stone Chracterization and Analysis, 2000.

^^Ibid., p.11-12,21;

Bourguignon, p.79-113, 160.

'^

Dewey, The Ayyubid Wall of Cairo: Stone Chracterization and Analysis; Bourguignon, p. 83.
*
Dewey, The Ayyubid Wall of Cairo: Stone Chracterization and Analysis; Bourguignon.
Bradley and Middleton, "A Case Study of the Deterioration of Egyptian Limestone Sculpture," JAIC 27,
N.2. ( 1988), p. 64-86; Miller, "Current Practice at the British Museum for the Consolidation of Decayed
Porous Strones," (1992); Bourguignon,

p. 83.
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Relatively similar densities (2.08cm"^ in the original, and 2.02g.cm'^ in Comite),''^
as well as

mechanical properties, are reported for both stones. "^^ Both limestone types are

comparatively low in compressive strength in relation to other limestones and both have

modulus of elasticity

similar tensile strengths, but the

The stones

stone.^^

lower

Ayyubid

in the original

are remarkably similar, despite the fact that the original stone has

The average amount of acid insoluble material

been weathered over several centuries.
for both stone types

is

is

4.5%, including clay minerals.

In light of this research,

and

in consideration

low

limestone,

it is

apparent that the clay content

studies on

two

similar replacement stones clearly

is

^^

of the general

in

literature

on Egyptian

both stone types. Bourguignon's

showed

that these clays

were not very

expansive, indicating that the clay mineral content will most likely not be the primary

cause of the stone's deterioration.^" (see table 2)

Although a low

to

medium

Ayyubid and 1950s replacement

percentage of clays was reported in the original

stone, the type of clay present

was not

identified.

Dewey, The Ayyubid Wall of Cairo: Stone Chracterization and Analysis; Bourguignon, p. 88.
at the Rock Engineering Laboratory in 1999 and reported in Dewey.
Dewey, The Ayyubid Wall of Cairo: Stone Chracterization and Analysis; Bourguignon.
Ranging between .5%, and 8.8%. Dewey, The Ayyubid Wall of Cairo: Stone Chracterization and

Testing performed
'

1

Analysis.

According to the literature, Egyptian limestone typically has a clay content in the double digits. Oddy,
Hughes, and Baker, The Washing of Limestone from Sculptures from Egypt and the Middle East, (1976);
Hanna, The Use of Organo-Silanes for theTreatment ofLimestonein an Advanced State of Deterioration,
(1984); Miller,

,

"Current Practice

Porous Strones,"
Chracterization

(

1

at the British

992); Bourguignon, p.

1

1

1

;

Museum

for the Consolidation of Decayed
Dewey, The Ayyubid Wall of Cairo: Stone

and Anahsis.
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Figure

7:

Thin section of sample talcenfrom tower 10. Believed to be Comite repair stone. Well-distributed
homogeneous limestone. Iron inclusions are also visible,

fossils are present within this fine-grained,

(sample 5 from Dewey. 2000:

Figure 8:

p. 19).

Thin section of Connie stone sample exhibiting nncro-cracks and

2000; p.20).
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salts,

(sample 5 from Dewey,

'

/

\

/

Figure 9: Thin section of sample taken from top course of the wall between towers 9 and 10. Believed to
be original Ayyubid stone, it exhibits micro-cracks and salt deposits within a matrix offine grained
limestone. High porosity, and an abundance of broken bioclasts and foramininifera are apparent. (Sample
6 from Dewey. 2000; p.21).

Figure 10: Thin section of original Ayyubid stone, displays a high content of small fossils.

from Dewey,2000: p.2 1

).
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{

Sample 6

Characterization of Potential Replacement Stone Candidates

//.

Figure 11: Replacement stone candidates prepared

in

Boiirguignon

's

research.

Previous testing was performed on two types of Egyptian limestone, each recently
quarried examples of the stones which were originally being considered for replacement

in the

Cairo wall restoration.

Both limestone types were selected from the same quarry,

but from different beds, one a nummulitic^' and the other a non-nummulitic stone.

Both are yellow-buff

A

nummulitic stone

" The

quarry

Bros. Co.

is

is

"

in color.

one containing fossiliferous inclusions within the calcium carbonate matrix.
Muquattam Hill Rock Formation, operated by the Naguib

located close to Cairo, in the

Bourtiuiiinon. p. 115.
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Sample cubes (5X5X5 cm) were used

for testing

by Bourguignon

at

the

University of Pennsylvania.

Some

of these samples were impregnated with

were applied either by brush or by immersion.^'*

immersion and drying

rates

process (water, NaCl, or

were monitored

4%

salt,

while surfactant solutions

Capillary absorption, total water

in their respective solutions

during the

BDAC).^'' This was followed by a wet-dry cycling program,

where weight and three-dimensional length changes were also measured. ^^
Results of this testing illustrate that both nummulitic and non-nummulitic stone
types have similar absorption rates, reflected in the capillary absorption coefficient

(0.0500 g.cm '".s' "on average for non-nummulitic, and 0.0400

g.cm'^.s'''"

on average

for

nummulitic), although slightly higher in the non-nummulitic stones. Drying rates are also
similar in both types of stone (0.08 at

tf

for

non-nummulitic and 0.07

at tf for

nummulitic), as are the changes in length during the wet-dry cycling. However, the

nummulitic stones display somewhat greater length changes, despite the

fact that this

type absorbs less moisture than the non-nummulitic types. Each stone type demonstrates

a

low clay content on average (2.5%

high soluble

salt

^
"-

non-nummulitic; 3.5% for nummulitic).

content (5.4% non-nummulitic, and

by Bourguignon during her research.

"

for

6.8% nummulitic) was

later

A
induced

^

Mechanical characteristics of the replacement stones were studied at the Rock Engineering Laboratory of
Cairo University. For more results, see thesis by Bourguignon, 2000.
See Chapter

III for

following the

more

detailed description of sample preparation and procedure.

NORMAL procedures

^''Bourguignon,

p. 114.

'''Bourguignon,

p. 11 4-6,

1

1/85, 7/81,

and 29/88.

148-9,154,158, 179,190.
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Figure 12: Cross scctimi of Flf\ one example of the

Niiiniiiiilitic

Stones. Notice inclusions of nwnmidite

fossils.

Figure 13: Close up of nwmmiHle fossil within nummulitic stone, sample F13.
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Figure 14: Cross section ofnon-nuiiiniulitic stone sample, sample LI6. Although a few fossil inclusions are
its matrix is significantly more homogeneous than that of the nummulitic stones.

present,

Figure 15: Close up

ofniatri.x.

showing iron inclusions
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in

non-nummuUtic

stone.

Sample LJ6.

///.

Characterization of Current Replacement Stone

Figure 16: Samples of the current replacement stone.

The new replacement stone chosen

same quarry

as the previous samples, the

options for aesthetic reasons,

stone

is fairly soft,

pressure.

it

is

for the

Wadi

nummulitic

Ayyubid City wall

Chosen

quarry.

in character

is

in lieu

supplied by the

of previous

and yellow-buff

in color.

The

however, and disaggregates significantly under minimal water-

Testing for moisture and permeability,^^ revealed that the

new

stone has a

smaller capillary absorption coefficient than that of the previous types, as well as

porosity.^'' (see table 2)

The smaller water

capillary absorption coefficient indicates the

presence of a larger number of smaller pore

'

Testing followed

NORMAL procedures

1

sizes.

1/85, 7/81,
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Its

clay content

and 29/88.

is

significantly higher,

significantly higher, however.^"

The 2000 replacement stone has an

content ranging between 30 and

40%, while

acid-insoluble

the original and former replacement

candidates vary between 2.5% and 4.5%7' Cracking was evident after just two wet/dry
cycles, indicating a very high presence of clays, possibly expansive.

The

acid insoluble

content of the current replacement stone, which includes clays and small amounts of iron
inclusions, as well as other acid insoluble constituents, reveals that a large

sand

is

present in the stone (averaging 17.9%).

primary constituents as

silica,

XRD confirmed one

which appeared both

The presence of the amorphous

silica did not

in crystalline

amount of

of the stone's

and amorphous forms.

allow for a clear identification of the clays.

'''Bourguignon, p.130-142.

™

Determination of the acid - insoluble portion of the stones was determined in a consistent manner with
previous analysis. The procedure included crushing the samples, and adding IM HCL, until
effervescence stopped, followed by filtering the remaining material. The acid-in.soluble fraction includes
the clay minerals.

" See Appendix B

for presentation of results.
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Figure 17: Cross section of current stone sample, with sand inclusion. Note the white ctystals of
calcium carbonate. (5X)

Figure 18: Cross section of current stone sample. Note quartz inclusions of varying

35

size.

(9.5X)

^ %'Z
V-

^

'

"^^

Figure 19: Image offines taken from current replacement stone, following filtration. Note the large amount
of quartz sand too small to he captured during filtration, and the red. iron iticlusjon. (8.75X

"
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Figure 20: XRD illustrates the large silica content (represented at peak 26.5). as nearly as high as the
calcium carbonate content (represented at peak 29.5). An amorphous silica cun'e between peaks 15 and
35 obscures peaks which may be used to identify' clay types also present in the sample.
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Physical and mechanical properties of

Testing showed that the

(See table 2)

new

all

replacement stones are very similar.

stones have an average compression strength

of 123.26 kg/cm", and tensile strength of 26.41 kg.cm".^" Average density for the stone
2.12

gm/cm

.

Porosity and water absorption revealed a porosity of 17.22

and a water absorption of 7.97

% by weight.

Table 2: Stone Characteristic Comparisons

% by volume,

is

IV.

Conclusions

The two

original candidates for replacement

the original to indicate a

good compatibility.

replacement stone, however,
presence of both

silicate

is far

The

were considered similar enough

acid insoluble content in the current

higher than that of the two former options due to the

and clays. The original stone's clay content being 4.5% on

average, and former replacement options ranging between

2.5%

to

3.5%

for non-nummulitic; the current stone's clay content of

for nummulitic,

18.3%

is

and

significantly

higher by contrast.^"*

Testing verified that the original candidates for replacement and the final choice

of replacement stone does not share various properties and

replacement stones for the original.
disintegrates

upon

Bourguignon,

may be

incompatible

In particular, the current replacement stone

larger exposure to water.

p. 80-82.
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CHAPTER

III:

Desalination Experiments

Introduction

/.

The numerous

salt-related conditions present

conservation a great challenge.

on the Ayyubid wall make

Various different treatments

may be

these various conditions. Previously mentioned salt crusts could be

with mechanical surface cleaning as a
crystallizations

formed as the

result

first step.

However,

as

its

required to combat

removed

many of these

fairly easily

salt

of an abundant and constant supply of water to the

wall over several centuries/ a method of preventing water from entering the wall must

be found.

Efforts to mitigate the water presence include moisture barriers and protective

treatments such as waterproofing. Although complete desalination

option,

some

as moisture barriers,

which address the

which may

direct infiltration

of

and moisture.

The
the

an unrealistic

desalination treatments for the stone are a promising alternative

complement options such
salts

is

recent interest in and studies of surfactant use for protection appeared to be

most promising among current treatment options, due

Surfactants

salts as

may potentially

aid in desalination

by

to its theoretical potential.

their influence

on the

crystallization

of

well as reducing clay swelling within the stone.
Studies proposing the use of surfactants for "self-extraction" of salts theorize that

following the

initial

instances of efflorescence, surfactants will promote additional

" Bourguignon, p. 156; Clifton, Cleaning Stone and Masoniy, (Philadelphia: ASTM, 1986); Cooke, "Salt
Weathering in Desserts," Proceedings of the Geologists Association 92, (1981); Jedrzejewska, "Removal of
Soluble Salts from Stone" A'evv York Conference on Conservation of Stone and Wooden Onbjects, (London:
International Institute for Consen'ation of Historic

and Artistic Works.
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1

970).

crystallization

of the

ability to establish a

salts

on the stone

boundary

film,

This

surface.

which

is

possible through the surfactant's

facilitates the separation

of the substrate

(stone) fi^om the salt solution. This allows "whiskers" of salt to form

on the exterior of

the stone.

Among the questions

raised

by

its

use are the future consequences of introducing

a foreign chemical into the historic material.
as the application of any treatment

is

This issue

is

a familiar one in conservation,

not truly reversible; surfactant application

remain permanently within the stone's pores

may

in this case.

Surfactants are "surface-active" molecules

which are active

specifically at the

boundaries between different phases, such as liquid/air, solid/liquid or liquid/liquid
interfaces,

when

becomes higher

by

at

is

result is that their

own

concentration

the surface of the liquid, rather than being dispersed throughout the

attracted to the water (the hydrophilic part),

the water (the hydrophobic part).

molecules to interface

As

The

These molecules have a two-part chemical structure

solution.^^

molecule

present in low concentration.

at the

It is

which one

and the opposite end

this specific structure

meeting surface of two phases.

their concentration increases, the

in

side of the

is

which allows the

^^

number of surfactant molecules

increases, eventually forming a uniform layer at the surface of the solution.

at the

Puhringer and Weber, "A Model for Salt Extraction," 9" Triennial Meeting of the

Conser\'ation. (Los Angeles:
^'

Bourguignon,

p. 64; Porter,

ICOM,

surface

This

presence results in a reduction of the solution's surface tension; an effect which

''

repelled

is

more

ICOM Committee for

1990).

Handbook ofSwfactants

V.2.

(London: Blackie Academic and Professional,

1994).p.27.
^*

Bourguignon,

p. 65;

Boke, Goktiirk, and Caner-Saltik, "Effect of Some Surfactants on the Sulphation

8'
International Congress on Deterioration and Conservation of Stone,
"
Moller Druck iind Verlag 1996).
Bourguignon, p. 66-67; Myers, Surfaces, Interfaces and Colloids. (New York: Wiley- VCH Publishers,

Reaction of Calcereous Stone,

'

Berlin. (Berlin:
^'
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pronounced with higher concentrations up

to a point, the critical micelle concentration

(CMC)/*
Surfactant behavior

is

be easily altered with changes

dependant on temperature, and substrate. Surfactants can
in concentration or

therefore very versatile in their applications.

combinations of solvents and are

A high salt content

in a surfactant solution

forces the surface tension to increase significantly. Surfactants also alter the viscosity
1

and water vapor pressure.
hi the application

79

of surfactants

to stone conservation,

it

is

important to

understand their behavior in regard to the material. The chemical nature of the surfactant,
in conjunction

all

with the presence of clays and the type of stone

influence the surfactant solution's adsorption into the stone.

it

is

interacting with, will

*°

Likewise, the presence of surfactant in the stone influences the behavior of water

and

salts

within the stone.

solution, surfactants

Due

to their capacity to alter the properties

may modify the

stone, thereby affecting precipitation

flow and evaporation rate of the solution within the

and

salt

growth

patterns.*'

Studies have proposed that the introduction of surfactant

damage

in a stone, as the reduction in surface tension

the capacity for

rate, size

movement of the

and shape. This would

1999), p. 147;, Laughlin, The
'^

'^

Bourguignon,

saline solution

result in

p.

and

may actually defer salt

may eventually

lead to a change in

in turn alter the crystal's

growth

changing moisture transfer through the stone

Aqueous Phase Behavior of Surfactants fLondon: Academic
.

Press, 1994).

Laughlin, The Aqueous Phase Behavior of Surfactants.

Meyer, Surfaces. Interfaces and Colloids,
Bourguignon,

*"

p. 68;

of a saline

p.

148,210; Porter,

Handbook of Surfactants,

p. 38-40;

69-71.

Boke, Goktiirk, and Caner-Saltik, Effect of Some Surfactants on the Sulphation Reaction of Calcereous
Stone: Bourguignon, p.71.

" Bourguignon,

p. 72;

Laughlin, The Aqueous Phase Behavior of Surfactants.
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surface,

and these modifications

may in turn

alter the rates

for sahs within the stone; affecting the adhesion

Surfactants have been

shown

amount of clay swelling within
surfactant's concentration.

It

of salts

of hydration and dehydration

to the stone's surface.^^

to mitigate stone deterioration,

the stone.

^^

Again,

has also been

shown

this effect is

by reducing the

dependant on the

that surfactant application

combined

with water repellent treatment mitigated capillary rise and therefore increased the
stability

of the stone.

^''

Research carried out by Bourguignon dealt with the application of the surfactant,

butyl-a-co-diammonium chloride(BDAC), on Egyptian limestone samples similar

in

properties to that of the original wall (specifically, the nummulitic and non-nummulitic

types previously mentioned), in order to assess

Butyl-a-co-diammonium chloride or
chosen for testing because

it

BDAC

its

action in the presence of

(C4H8(NH^^)2(Cl-)2,

was

*"

its

the surfactant

has reportedly been able to mitigate the degree of clay

swelling without altering the material's ability to transport moisture.^''

hygroscopic, and

^^

salts.

BDAC

is

chemical properties include a molecular weight of 161.08g.mol-l,

Puhringer and Engstrom, "Unconventional Methods for the Preservation of Sah Damage," J'''
International Congress on Deterioration and Conservation of Stone, ^ausanne: Presses Polytechniques

Romandes, 1985). p..241-249.
Bourguignon,

p. 72,

Landforms. V.24,

Rodriguez-Navarro and Doehne, "Sah Weathering," Earth Surface Processes and
Puhringer and Engstrom, Unconventional Methods for the Preservation of Sah

('1999);

Damage.
^*

Wendler, Charola, and Fitzner, "Easter Island Tuff: laboratory Studies for

its

Consolidation;" Wendler, Klem, and Snethlage, "Consoldiation and Hydrophobic Treatment of Natural
Stone."

Bourguignon.
Wendler, Klemn and Snethlage, "Consoldiation and Hydrophobic Treatment of Natural Stone;"
Rodriguez-Navarro, Doehne and Sebastian, "Influencing Crystallization Damage in Porous Materials

Through

the

Use of Surfactants: Experimental Results Using Sodium Doecyl
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Sulfate and

and a density of

1

.04cm-3

in a

4%

per weiglit aqueous solution.

The

toxicological

properties of the chemical have yet to be determined.

The sample

stones were labeled "F" for nummulitic ("Fossiliferous"), and "L"

representing non-nummulitic ("Limestone"), followed by a

When

sample.

possible, the stone

to identify

each

bedding was identified and the "top" considered

bedding direction.

parallel to the

Several of the stone cubes were prepared by

were treated with

salt

Where

salt

immersion only, while others

solution followed by application of the surfactant,

no

series of stones received only surfactant, with

utilized.

number

the surfactant

was

applied,

two

salt

in the surfactant,

methods were
while the other half

received a brushed application of the surfactant.^" Samples 13, 14 and 15 (both

were
the

first

impregnated with
the

salt prior to their

same procedure,

16, 17

'^

Bourguignon,

p. 118.

*^

Bourguignon,

p.

table 3 for

application of

(see table 3 for a complete

1

16-7.

summary of applied

F)

in

and 18 (both L and F) were also

BDAC, which was

list

applied following

of samples and their treatment)

Cetyldimethylbenzylammonium Chloride," Langmuir 16. (2000) p. 947-954.
" 1,4-Diaminobutane Dihydrochloride (chemical name), Available from Across Organics.

* See

L and

impregnated with the saline solution, before being brushed with surfactant

manner described above. Samples

final

impregnation.

different application

Half of the stones tested were immersed

BDAC. A

treatments.
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Table 3: Previous Treatment of Replacement Candidate Stones

Sample Number

higher for the more porous, non-nummuHtic stone, than for the

The increased

possibly as a reflection of pore size distribution.

the surfactant,

It

may explain

non-nummulitic

vs,

movement and

- is

porosity influence the amount of surfactant w^hich

during

its

The

application.''^

by

stone's color

Regarding the surfactant's
reduced by the surfactant, nor

is

that the stone's texture

-

of great influence to the surfactant's effect on water

Bourguignon also discovered

cycling.

wetability, induced

the variations in capillary absorption coefficient.^^

becomes apparent, through Bourguignon's research

nummulitic

nummuHtic samples,

required for surfactant adsorption

not altered

is

effect, the

is

that the differences in stone

by

the surfactant.^''

powdering of salt-impregnated stones

is

not

Weight gain

the moisture absorption during cycling.

following the application of surfactant seems to depend on the presence of salts in the
sample. The weight gain

is

increased significantly

than brushed with surfactant, in nummulitic stones.

show almost no

may reflect

variation in weight reduction for

when samples

is

immersed and brushed

affect the length

The

in

The

samples which have

surfactant does not

seem

to significantly

changes during cycling, with either application technique.'^

Salt distribution

that the presence

salt.

rather

surfactant; this

amount of surfactant.

independent of application type

not previously been impregnated with

immersed

Non-nummulitic stones, however,

the fact that each of these retained a similar

increase in weight amplitude

are

was

altered

by the application of surfactant.

SEM

images reveal

of surfactant within the stone caused the alteration of NaCl

crystal

Ibid.,p.l43, 153.
'

The amount of surfactant required
immersion processes, than in the brushing.

Ibid., p. 153, 6.

'Ibid., p. 148.
'

Bourguignon,

p. 157.
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for saturation

was higher during

the

formation. Halite occurs as large, well formed crystals within stone impregnated solely

with NaCl. Following the application of surfactant to the samples, however, caused

much

^-^

smaller

NaCl

crystallization.

Figure 22:

SEM image of sample

F-15. impregnated with NaCl.

surfactant (BDAC). Note the change from Figure 20. Only
visible,

due

to the

P,\'o

and brushed with
large halite crystals are

presence of the surfactant. Magnification 200X. (Image courtesy of

Elsa Bourguignon)

Although Bourguignon concluded

that the results

were not sufficient

to

determine

whether the application of surfactant should be recommended as a protective treatment
for the

Ayyubid wall

at this point, the results

did indicate that

its

use would diminish

moisture absorption. The use of surfactants as a salt-extraction method was also
proposed.
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II,

Desalination Testing

Only those samples prepared during the previously described research were
utilized for desalination testing in this study.

Sets of both nummulitic, and non-

nummulitic stones impregnated with only

or with salt and surfactant (applied by

salt,

A

brushing or immersion) were desalinated with plain water, and a surfactant solution.

barium hydroxide solution poultice was also used
regards to

will

its

depth of penetration as well as

be discussed

in the

it

as a consolidant, with

effectiveness in salt extraction.

The

latter

next chapter.

Figure 23: Image ofuKiiuiiiihtn
crusts-the result of

its

to evaluate

sunii

NaCl impregnation.

i

siiiiij>l,

{

I

/.-?)

in thin section, illustrating the

lOX)
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presence af surface

salt

Each

set

of stones was poulticed

in the

same manner,

utilizing paper pulp as

support, in order to allow for salts to travel from the interior of the stone into the poultice.

The

poultice

was applied

to the surface of the stone,

remaining saturated with

its

respective solution, allowing this solution to enter into the stone, slowly permeating the

pores.

As

the poultice later dried,

it

progressively drew the salts out of the stone, where

they were deposited into the poultice instead of on stone's surface. Although poulticing

is

potentially labor intensive

drawing out

salts

on a large surface

it

does have the advantage of

from deeper within the stone, compared to mechanical cleaning. The

effect of the surfactant's presence

In

area,

was evaluated by comparison with

the water poultice.

each instance, the poultice technique was executed in the same way: the

samples were

from adhering

covered with Japanese paper

first

to the stone's surface,

in

order to prevent the poultice material

and the cubes were sprayed down on

with the water or surfactant solution, respectively.

in plastic

drying out of the poultice.

was sprayed with

its

The

wrap

plastic

six sides

Paper pulp, saturated accordingly

with the water or surfactant solution, was immediately applied to

cube was then wrapped

all

to prevent evaporation of

wrap was removed

after

all

six sides.

The

entire

water and subsequent

one day and the poultice

respective fluid, and then re-wrapped, allowing the poultice to

remain damp. The cubes were monitored periodically, and the poulticing was eventually

removed

after four days.
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Table 4: Treatment of Replacement Candidate Stones

Selected nummulitic stones, both poulticed and non-poulticed, were sent out for

These were examined using petrographic microscopic examination and

thin sectioning.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with
depth of

///.

salt

EDS

dot mapping, in order to determine the

removal.

Results

Desalination results based on weight loss following poulticing produced

expected

results.

the poulticing.

Surfactant treated samples appear to have lost

However, the average weight

loss

some

more weight following

dropped significantly from the

poultice to the second, possibly indicating that the salts

removed during

desalination consisted mainly of salt from the surface crusts

which were

first

the first

visible

under

photomicrographs prior to poulticing. {See figure 23).

Freedland. Soluble Salts in Porous Materials: Evaluating Effectiveness of their Removal (University of

Pennsylvania, unpublished Thesis, 1999).
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Table 5a:

Results of the analytical measurements of extracted salts from the desalination
yielded an average

salt

extraction of 2.94g for a

first

water poultice, and 4.52g for

surfactant poultice, and an average of l.lOg for the second water poultice, and 3.32g for

the second surfactant poultice. This clearly

shows

that the surfactant is

Table 6: Desalination Experiment Results. Analytical measurements indicating
Poulticing

Technique

more

effective as

salt extracted.

a desalination technique, by about

33%

to

66%.

first. ^^

poultices are extracting far less salt than the

initial

removal of the

salt crusts

also evident that the second

This

is

probably attributable to an

present on the surface of the stone prior to desalination.

Analytical salt measurements are

indicating that

It is

much

smaller than the weight loss following poulticing,

some of the disaggregated

surface of the stone

was

also

removed during

the process, accounting for a significantly larger weight loss.

Optical microscopy revealed pockets of salt present within the

first

millimeters of the sample surface, accompanied by a thin salt-crust on the

samples. Thin sections taken prior to poulticing of samples F and

demonstrated obvious crusts, (see figure 23)

In comparison,

Smples F and L

1

showed no

been the water controls), but samples F and

L

5. 6,14,

NaCl

13,

saturated

and 16

samples poulticed with

water or surfactant both appeared to have some smaller, scattered
surface crusts entirely.

L 4,

few

salt

content, but lacked

signs of surface crusts (as they has

and

15,

which had undergone

poulticing prior to being thin sectioned, demonstrated no signs of crusts.

It

should be noted that the surfactant increases significantly the desalination

effectiveness.

Conductance measurements, and measurements can be seen
54

in

Appendix D.

Figure 24: Image of salts within a uummulite sample under polarized
crystals at the bottom half of the image.

light.

Note the dense white

salt

-•v

Figure 25: Image of salts within a nummulite sample uttder polarized light. The sample has been rotated
on the stage. The same location is shown, but salt crystals are not visible, they are birefringent.
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Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was then performed

EDS

dot mapping with the intention of determining the location of

poulticing, in

immersed

in

NaCl impregnated samples, and

SEM

&

22).

formation of smaller

Figure 26:

samples brushed with

samples before

BDAC

and

microscopy

that surfactant influences salt crystal formation

The presence of the

salt crystals,

SEM image ofFl

salt crystals

salt in

were confirmed by SEM.

images also clearly show

(See figures 21

conjunction with

Salt patterns observed in thin sections under optical

NaCl.

prior to poulticing

in

in

which

surfactant within the stone results in the

absence results

in its

in thin section.

Nummulite

fossils

in large salt

are

are present. (Fl was a water control sample). (SOX)
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visible,

formations.

and no obvious

SEM
identified as

also verified the presence of a salt crust

sodium chloride,

as expected.

surface. Following poulticing,

SEM

on the surface, which

Large pockets of

salt

it

were located near the

and dot mapping images revealed a loss of

salt crust

on the surface, and although a general scattering of NaCl was present, no large pockets of
salt

were located.

CO
I

—l—
5.0

0.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

kev

Figure 27:

SEM with EDS elemental spectrum illustrates the amount of each element present in the
SEM image pinpointing the location of

chosen location. Note the large peaks ofNaCl. (See figure 30 for
this salt content.)
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Figure 28: Sample
microscopy. (See

Jollowiiii; poiiltn im;

F(i.

SEM

inuii;e

Figure 29: Sample F4 prior

No

uilts

are

of same sample and location

to poulticing.

A

vt<iible

small salt crust

microscopy. (See image of same sample and location
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in

on the

siirfa( e

under

visible liglu

in figure 31).

is

appaient imdci usd'U

figure32)
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Chapter IV:

/.

Consolidation with Barium Hydroxide

Introduction
The use of a consolidant on

the

Ayyubid wall

wall's future protection.

This type of treatment

replacement stone, which

is fairly soft,

is

an option which

may be

may

aid in the

especially useful for the

and susceptible to deterioration. Given

new

its

compatibility to the stone, low cost and relatively simple application barium hydroxide

was chosen

as

one of the most likely consolidating agents, which

in the extraction of salts

from stone.

It

was used

may

in this study as a

simultaneously aid

means of evaluating

penetration depth, which should be similar to limewater because of analytical ease in

identification in the calcite matrix.

//.

Background of Consolidation in the Literature with Emphasis on
Barium Hydroxide and Lime Water Treatments

It is

generally accepted that the weathering of limestone

is

the result of calcite

leaching out of the stone, resulting in a consequent increase in porosity and decrease

stone integrity.

The mechanism of limestone
carbon dioxide and

/

deterioration

is

a chemical reaction between water,

or airborne sulfur dioxide, by which insoluble calcium carbonate

transformed into soluble calcium bicarbonate, or calcium sulfate (gypsum).

* Sayre, "Direct Deposition of Barium Sulfate from

Homogeneous

This

is

latter

Solution Within Porous Stone,"

Conse nation of Stone and Wooden Objects, Preprints, (London: International Institute for Conservation
of Historic and Artistic Works); Fidler, "Lime Treatments: Lime Watering and Shelter Coating of Friable
historic Masonry," /^/'rB(///«'m(, V. 26. (1995), p.51.
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alteration is

known

as "sulfation."

cements the stone together
structure,

is

During

this

process the calcium carbonate which

altered, resulting in the general disturbance of the stone's

because the gypsum

is

these actions lead to the gradual

more soluble than

the calcium carbonate. Cumulatively,

breakdown and eventual deterioration of the

stone,

leaving behind a friable, soft material.

Although the exact mechanism

is

not yet fully understood, '^^

it is

believed

that, in

an advanced stage of decay, the calcium sulfate actually acts as a binding agent within the
stone, and

may

be the only thing cementing the stone together

at that point.

In the past, applications of consolidants, intended to protect the substance to

which

it

was

applied,

sometimes resulted

in further

damage

to those objects.

However,

an appropriate consolidant choice can be beneficial. Different classes of consolidants
include inorganic, organic and inorganic/organic combinations (such as ethyl

Of these,

the inorganic consolidants are

more compatible with

based on chemically similar compounds. These also happen

the stone

to

silicates).

itself, as

they are

be the more traditional

techniques. Initially unexpected results using synthetic consolidants, for example,

include formation of an impermeable film, on the surface or just a few millimeters

beneath the surface of the stone, which
This obstruction

This

is

partially

may
due

Matteini, and Moles,

'

actually

to the

may

occlude the natural porosity of the stone.

promote further deterioration, following exfoliation.

incompatible physical properties of the two substances.

"Twenty Years of Application of 'Barium' on Mural Paintings: Fundamentals and
ICOM Committee for Coservation. 7"" Triennial Meeting, (Windsor:

Discussion of the Methodology,"
Reedprint, Ltd.)

^

p. 15.

Price and Ross.

'The Cleaning and Treatment of Limestone by

the

Technical Appraisal of Stone Conservation Techniques Employed
''

'Lime Method.' Part II: A
Wells Cathedral." Monumentum,

at

V.27N.4, (1984), p. 302
Matteini, "In Review: An Assessment of Florentine Methods of Wall Painting Conservation Based on
the

Use of Mineral Treatments," The Conservation of Wall Paintings, (London: The Getty
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(consolidants and stone),

when an

inappropriate consolidant

thermal expansion, for example, are

commonly

layers of "consolidated" stone to detach

is

used.

Differences in

responsible for stresses, which force thin

from the larger body of stone. Prior

detachment, the lower porosity layers of consolidated stone

may

to the final

hinder the water

transportation of dissolved salts within the wall, allowing the deposition of effloresence
to

ensue on the stone's sub-surface.

away from
I

the stone

the stone actually

Iwall,

may

Therefore,

form a layer which

fails to

physically thnist the consolidated layer

many

of these agents intended to benefit

provide any long-term protection for the

and may actually be detrimental as they potentially increase the

Remarkable damage may

deterioration.

Jew

from below.

This

years of

laking

its

many

result as a result

rate of

of this treatment within a

application, despite the initial indications implying positive results,

synthetic treatment options obsolete as solutions.

Recent studies, however, demonstrate

that successful consolidation

may

be

ependant not only on the use of an appropriate consolidant but also on the application
lethod,

which

affects the penetration

hich the object

is

found

lerefore, consolidants

is

and deposition within the stone. The climate

also a factor to be considered

when

in

selecting a consolidant.

should not be rejected wholly as a treatment option, but be tested

d studied in greater depth, with

more consideration toward appropriateness

in a

ticular set of circumstances prior to use.

As

a consolidant,

barium hydroxide (Ba (0H)2

wall paintings in the past in large part because

le

it

is

.

8H2O

),

has been utilized mainly

a mineral substance.

Its

use with

has also been the subject of several experiments (especially where marble and

fonservation Institute, 1987)
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limestone are concerned).'""

many of the same
Therefore,

it

is

It is

important to note that wall paintings and stone share

and concerns

characteristics

in regard to treatment requirements.

reasonable to expect that success in one of these objects

indication of success in the other.

may

be an

Both the plaster substrate of wall paintings and

limestone are composed mainly of calcium carbonate with a high, open porosity.
cases,

is

it

In both

important to retain these characteristics. Each of these also shares the

requirement of an

they are immobile.

in situ treatment, as

As both

are usually

open

to the

surrounding environment and/or external influences, treatment must consider the fact that

this

"

climate and setting can not be altered.'

Barium hydroxide has enjoyed a
over

its

effectiveness."^"*

were raised about

its

The treatment was

results

Its results in Italy for

Pietre

relatively long history of use, with

at

and effectiveness.

much

debate

one time very popular, before doubts
It is

now

enjoying a resurgence in use.

mural paintings, include the work of the Opificio delle

Dure which were successful over a 20 year

period.'""^

The consolidation of

disaggregated plasters through the formation of barium carbonate also provided very

Weiss, Norman.
'

"How to Restore Stone," CRM, V.12 N.2, p. 16.
An Assessment of Florentine Methods of Wall

Matteini, "In Review:

Painting Conservation Based on

Use of Mineral Treatments;" Matteini and Moles. "Twenty Years of Application of 'Barium' on
Mural Paintings: Fundamentals and Discussion of the Methodology;" p. 16.
Lewin, S.Z. "The Current State of the Art in the Use of Synthetic Materials for Stone Conservation,"
The Deterioartion and Conservation of Stone; Notes from the International Venetian Courses on Stone
Restoration, (1988), p.293; Botticelli, Danti, Giovanni, "20 years of Barium Application on Mural
the

'

ICOM Committee for Conservation: Preprints of 7" Triennial meeting,, (Windsor:
Reedprint, Ltd.,); Matteini, and Moles, "Barium Aluminates for the Consolidation of Mural Paintings;"
Painting.,"

Messori, Zannini, Mairani, and Matteini,

And
the

"New

Proposals for the Conservation-Consolidation of Stones

and Trial Application s of Ba Aluminates." Proceedings of
International Congress on the Deterioration and Conservation of Stone, V.2, (Amsterdam:

Plasters: Analytical Characterization

9'''

Elsevier, 2000).
'

Matteini, "In Review:
the

An Assessment

Use of Mineral Treatments;"

p.

of Florentine Methods of Wall Painting Conservation Based on

143.
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positive results in halting the effects of sulfation

The aim

is

gypsum

to convert

The gypsum

(or

is first

(The by-product of calcium carbonate

^

Ammonium

Gypsum

is

converted into a soluble

ammonium

sulfate.

naturally compatible with limestone.)

CaCOj + (NH4)2S04
Calcium
Carbonate

Carbonate

'°'

into a less soluble, inert salt (barium sulfate).

calcium sulfate)

CaS04+ (NH4)2C03

as well as consolidating the plaster.

Ammonium
Sulfate

(poultice)

In the next reaction, the

ammonium

sulfate reacts completely with

barium

hydroxide, allowing for the transformation into the inert barium sulfate compound,

(ammonia

is

a by-product of the reaction.)

(NH4)2C03 + Ba(OH)2
Ammonium

^

Hydroxide

Sulfate

BaS04 + 2NH3 + 2H2O
Barium

Barium

ammonia

Sulphate

(poultice)

Any

excess barium hydroxide within the stone eventually reacts with carbon

dioxide to form barium carbonate. This acts as an additional binder within the stone,

such as a consolidant.

Ba(OH)2 + CO2

^

BaCOj +H20

Barium

Carbon

Barium

Hydroxide

Dioxide

Carbonate

**

Matteini and Moles. "Twenty Years of Application of 'Barium' on Mural Paintings: Fundamentals and

p. 15; Matteini, "In Review: An Assessment of Florentine Methods of
Wall Painting Conservation Based on the Use of Mineral Treatments;" p. 137.
" As mentioned earlier, barium hydroxide has been U"aditionally used on wall paintings, however, its
consolidating effects can also apply to stone, for many of the reasons mentioned above.

Discussion of the Methodology;"
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The gradual nature of this apphcation

as

is critical,

precipitation of large crystals within the stone. In

it

ensures a slow, homogeneous

methods which did not employ such a

gradual technique, the faster precipitation has lead to a surface whitening effect."^*

Barium hydroxide's
recognized.

Its

potential for consolidation of decaying stone has long been

extensive history in conservation includes

work

carried out by Rust,

Church, Ransome, and Dennstedt."^^
Attention was

conservation in 1862,

method of stone

as a

first

given to barium hydroxide based treatments for use

when

later

met with

A.H. Church patented what he called 'baryta solution'

Prof.

preservation.'"^

"unwavering success" prompted
criticism, as in

in

its

Beginning

in 1907, his reports of its use

widespread use

in stone consolidation.

1947 a review by Arkell portrayed his method

the current conservation beliefs, and declared the baryta

and

These claims
in light

of

method one of several chemical

treatments which, although popular, were nonetheless ineffectual. This opinion of the

method was strongly reaffirmed

in

1964

in light

of further experience.

The premise of Church's technique theorized
salt

(gypsum) could be converted

into

barium

thereby increasing the hardness of the stone.

that fairly soluble

sulfate,

which

is

calcium sulfate

significantly less soluble,

Church's procedure called for the

successive applications of barium hydroxide, which were allowed to dry out between

"The Current State of the Art in the Use of Synthetic Materials for Stone Conservation," p. 291;
Metteini and Moles, 'Twenty Years of Application of 'Barium' on Mural Paintings: Fundamentals and
Discussion of the Methodology," p. 15-17; Metteini, "In Review: An Assessment of Florentine Methods
of Wall Painting Conservation Based on the Use of Mineral Treatments;" p. 139- 145.
Church, "Conservation of Historic Buildings and Frescoes," Notices of the Proceedings of the Meetings
of the Members. Royal Institution of Great Britain,V.]8, (1907).
° Lewin, S.Z. "The Current State of the Art in
the Use of Synthetic Materials for Stone Conservation,"
p.291.
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applications.

The

effect of this air-drying

eventually converts the

Ba (OH)2

into

was

that the

atmospheric

CO2 present

in the air

BaCO^. Therefore, an accumulation of barium

carbonate would eventually develop within the stone.'"

A

fine

powder of BaS04 (from

most frequently referred

is

weathered stone) was also

This simple treatment technique of barium hydroxide application

deposited in the stone.

alone

sulfates present in the

to as the

"Church process."""

eventually found that this deposited a fine, non-adherant

Critics of this technique

powder

into the pores of the

stone.

Rust developed a method which utilized barium hydroxide to pre-treat the surface
of a stone, before applying one of various acids which would react with the barium ions
of the pre-treatment
agent.

""*

in

He proposed

silicic, fluosilicic,

order to produce an insoluble precipitate, acting as a consolidating

a

number of different

acids for this implementation, including

carbonic, and sulfuric acids.

Dennstedt's process, developed in 1889, also based on barium application,

produced "an accumulation of barium carbonate"

in the stone.

This created effects

similar to those of the "Church Method.""''

Throughout the twentieth century the techniques of both Church and Rust have
been

tried

by conservators, and were ultimately

rejected, as

it

was revealed

that

considerable discoloration often resulted from the use of these techniques, and that they
failed to maintain a sufficient "hardening effect."

Each of these methods attempted

to

Caroe, "Wells Cathedral, the West Front: Policy and Techniques," p.l 15.
"^ Sayre, "Direct Deposition of Barium Sulfate from Homogeneous Solution Within Porous Stone,"
p. 115.
"^ Lewin and Baer, "Rationale of the Barium Hydroxide-Urea treatment of Decayed Stone," Studies in

Conservaiton V. 19 (1974) p.24.
Sayre, "Direct Deposition of Barium Sulfate from

Homogeneous Solution Within Porous

115.

68

Stone," p.

use barium hydroxide to immobilize soluble salts within the stone
the porosity itself,

The most

by

recent,

proposed by Lewin
perfect solution to

types,

filling its

pores, or to reduce

voids with an inert material."^

and popular variation of the barium method

in 1966.

all

s

to date

was

Recognizing that no single technique will ever present a

stone conservation problems, as the range of properties, stone

and environmental conditions are remarkably broad, Lewin proposed a technique

by which a more controlled precipitation of the consolidating agent enters and

is

deposited within the stone from a homogeneous material."^

The concept improves upon Church's by
application.

Lewin

s

its

introduction of

more control

in

technique varied from Church's in that care was taken to ensure that

the solution did not dry out during

its

application,

which occurred over

a period of

two

to

three weeks. This prolonged technique provided continuous concentration of barium ions

within the solution to form a maintainable liquid film in contact with the internal pores.

Over time,

the extensive

exchange of barium ions for calcium ions

in internal

and

external crystal surfaces of the stone, provided the solution an opportunity to precipitate

into crystalline

form deeply

into the stone

Such a slow formation was expected

to

assuming the solution has penetrated deeply."^

produce

actually reproduce the calcite crystal symmetry.

larger,

well-formed crystals, which

The premise assumes

may

that such deep,

large crystals will aid in binding the stone's structure together.'"*

Lewin and Baer, "Rationale of the Barium Hydroxide-Urea treatment of Decayed Stone," p. 24.
Sayre, "Direct Deposition of Barium Sulfate from Homogeneous Solution Within Porous Stone," p.
"' Lewin and Baer, Lewin and Baer, "Rationale of the Barium Hydroxide-Urea treatment of Decayed
'"'

116.

Stone." p.25,29.

Sayre, "Direct Deposition of Barium Sulfate from

Homogeneous
69

Solution Within Porous Stone," p.l 16.

His procedure

hydroxide solution

in

is

comprised of treating the limestones with an aqueous barium

conjunction with urea.

As

the urea decomposes,

it

produces carbon

dioxide which in turn precipitate barium carbonate."^

There

is

an exchange of calcium for barium on calcium carbonate grains, which

modifies the grain surfaces such that

it

prompts the crystal growth of BaC03, which

is

deposited within the pores of the stone and therefore, becomes permanently affixed to the
stone. This formation generally occurs at the surface, in pores

and cracks within the

stone, the calcite not having dissolved into the solution.''" Since this takes place at the

surface

it

causes a molecular bond to form with the

The continuing

stone.'"'

facilitate crystal

precipitation of calcite

growth even

after

new

new

mineral, hence consolidating the

from the solution continues

to

material completely covers the original calcite

crystals.'""

It is

important to note that a key factor in this mechanism

is

the chemical behavior

of the calcium carbonate surface, and the inundation of the porous surface with

solution.'"''

The extended time required

important factor

in the

Lewin claimed
suggested

its

for the wet, surface application

is

also an

treatment "s success.

that his

method

is

especially suited to calcareous stones.

He

use on permeable, white stone, and remarks that the sample can be

immersed, when possible,

in the solution, in

order to maintain the constant moisture

Ibid.
'

Lewin and Baer, "Rationale of the Barium Hydroxide-Urea treatment of Decayed Stone," p.3
Lewin, S.Z. "The Current State of the Art in the Use of Synthetic Materials for Stone Conservation."
p.29L
Lewin and Baer, "Rationale of the Barium Hydroxide-Urea treatment of Decayed Stone," p.3
Lewin and Baer, "Rationale of the Barium Hydroxide-Urea treatment of Decayed Stone," p. 292.
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1

1

'

Sayre carried out studies which proceeded to
His

at

tests

included various

soft,

porous limestones, treated

various concentrations with monoester sulfate

at different

compact

in

at least

by

at a superficial

stone.'"

Examination by Lewin revealed

barium carbonate

temperatures, and

His findings demonstrated that

salts.'""*

sulfate-impregnated samples had in fact been transformed,

level, into a hard,

consolidation technique.

test this

high concentration

that the

new bonding

at the stone's

material consisted of

surface of application, and then

decreasing barium hydroxide concentrations further into the stone.
rapid reaction rate indicates that formation occurs

calcium ion concentration, such as

in

more

He

freely in areas

cracks or pores.'"''

It

also

suggests that the

which

seems

are high in

that the

permeability of the stone dictates the depth of penetration and the degree of surface
hardening. Lewin observed no adverse reaction to the treatment, such as separation,

cracking spalling or flaking of the surface up to twenty years after treatment.
Overall,

undeveloped

it

appears

fully, early

that,

while

its

~

formulation and mechanisms might have been

and unfavorable judgements on the use of barium hydroxide as a

stone consolidant were generally too rash and premature.

the appropriate stone, with an appropriate method),

it

When

used appropriately (on

can be quite effective as a

consolidant.'"^

Sayre, "Direct Deposition of

Barium

Sulfate from

Homogeneous

Solution Within Porous Stone,"

p. 116.

Sayre, "Direct Deposition of

Barium Sulfate from Homogeneous Solution Within Porous Stone," p.ll6-

7.

Lewin, S.Z., "The Current State of the Art

in the

Use of Synthetic Materials

p.292.
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for

Stone Conservation;

Other treatment variations include those by Malaguzzi-Valeri for use on frescoes.

The Malaguzzi-Valeri technique includes paper pulp

poulticing, containing the

appropriate solution, which must remain moist. This

is

achieved by covering the poultice

with a vapor-impermeable layer, during application. This treatment of barium in
conjunction with

ammonium

carbonate was found to be especially effective.'"^

procedure cleans, neutralizes the sulfates, and consolidates wall plaster

The

in these

conditions. Their paper also suggests the use of barium specifically as a consolidant for

poorly coherent microstructures in stones.
Certain emphasis has been placed on the importance of these treatments, and their

long-term

Negative effects on some wall paintings, however, have been

reliability.'"'^

attributed to

barium hydroxide, under certain conditions. These conditions include

situations in

which

used

in

critically

high concentrations of nitrates are present, the treatment

conjunction with an organic binding medium, or

perform an adhesive function within the material.
It is

noteworthy

to

actual treatment of stone.

mention

When,

when

its

intended use

is

is

to

"

concerns exist, following the

that other conservation

as in the case of the

Ayyubid Wall, ground contact

partly responsible for the salt and moisture content remains a source of capillary

transport, conditions will persist unless a suitable

barrier to this moisture, such as damp-proofing,

will

most

found to prevent

often impossible.

this.

A

Problem conditions

Barium Sulfate from Homogeneous Solution Within Porous Stone,"

p.

1

17.

Matteini and Moles, "Twenty Years of Application of "Barium' on Mural Paintings: Fundamentals and

Discussion of the Methodology;"
'

is

likely reappear.

Sayre, "Direct Deposition of
^

is

method

Matteini, "In Review;
the

p. 18.

An Assessment

Use of Mineral Treatments;"

of Florentine Methods of Wall Painting Conservation Based on

p. 145-6.
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Following treatment, the object of
considered stable, as
equilibrium.

its

system has been

To assume

would be misleading.

its

application should by no

altered,

and will gradually create a new

state

that conservation action will leave the object definitively

of

cured

'^^°

Other negative effects could include color change.
in light of

means be

This

is

important, especially

Lewin's appraisal and recommendation of treatment for white stones, and

recent studies carried out on this subject, which

employed barium hydroxide

in their

study groups. Studies intending to establish the chromatic characteristics of
biocalcarenite stones from Spain, which have enjoyed wide use in restoration work,

evaluated the effects of several treatments on the stone's optical properties. Barium

hydroxide was one of the protective agents tested
for

in this series

calcium and barium hydroxide demonstrated an increase

Synthetics, such as acrylic and vinyl or silicon

of experiments. Results

in whitening, or reflectance.

- organic mixtures did not have

this

effect.'^'

Current Testing Program

///.

One

reason for choosing barium hydroxide as the consolidant in this study,

possibility of monitoring

was

tested

its

is

the

depth of penetration. Consolidation with barium hydroxide

on a number of the

salt

impregnated and/or treated stones previously

An Assessment of Florentine Methods of Wall Painting Conservation Based on
Use of Mineral Treatments;" p. 145-6.
° Matteini, "In Review: An Assessment of Florentine Methods of Wall Painting Conservation Based on
the Use of Mineral Treatments," p. 139.
Duran-Suarez, "Colorimetric Cataloguing of Stone Materials (biocalcarenite) and Evaluation of the
Chromatic Effects of Different Restoring Agents," The Science of the Total Environment V. 167 (1995),
Matteini, "In Review:
the

'

p.I17.
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receiving the

10% barium hydroxide apphcation were

method employed
Again,

in the

SEM

treated with the

previous chapter on desalination.

with

EDS

dot

mapping was

utilized in order to determine the extent

of the barium hydroxide's penetration within the stone.

hydroxide as a consolidant

is

that its

One advantage

chemical composition allows

the stone, in opposition to limewater consolidation treatment,

can not be assessed as easily.

Table 7:

Sample

Testing

same poulticing

program for stones

with barium hydroxide

it

to

to

using barium

be tracked within

where depth of penetration

Results

IV.

Weight changes from

was probably

the

the result of

barium hydroxide poultice yield inconsistent

provided by analytical measurements indicate an average
for the

which

added weight from the deposition of the consolidant into the

stone, coupled with the weight loss as a product of salt extraction.

NaCl

results,

nummulitic samples, and 60.8% g NaCl

salt

for the

Desalination results

extraction of

78.25% g

non-nummulitic samples

(titration strips only).

However, samples which were not impregnated with
slight increases in weight.

salt

previously exhibited

This would be expected as there was only barium hydroxide

deposition, and no salt extracted, resulting in only weight gain.

Table 8:

Salt Extraction Following Poulticing according to Weight Loss

Table 9: Desalination Experiment Results for barium hydroxide poultice

Titration strip results

been immersed
fossils

where

in

it,

show

that the presence of the surfactant,

facihtated significantly the removal of salts.

salts get concentrated, as in the

facilitate their

The presence of

removal.

significant impregnation into the stone.

only scattered within the stone,

depth of penetration

all

the stone has

case of the nummulitic sample (F13), also

Cross sections viewed under optical microscopy and

of

when

is

in

SEM

As demonstrated by

very small quantities.

therefore inconclusive.

SEM

figure 34,

EDS

reveal

no

barium appears

Determination of an estimated

images of sample four are indicative

samples treated with barium hydroxide and examined by

SEM

include samples Fl, F13, and the current replacement stone #4).
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with

with

EDS

(these

Figure 33:

SEM with EDS elemental spectrum,

as

it

relates to the

Corresponding spectra for these samples demonstrate
silica

appear

in great

as fairly dense in the

quantities.

image of sample #4

that,

in figure 34.

although calcium and

abundance, the concentrations of sodium chloride, which appear

sample #4

EDS

map,

are actually present in fairly small

Considering that the weight gain presumably from deposition of barium

hydroxide within the sample

is

concentration within the stone

of barium within the stone

is

only 1.63g,

is

it is

not impossible that the small barium

not obvious with the use of

very scattered.

78

SEM,

or that the position
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Chapter V: Lime Water

Introduction

/.

and Background of Literature

The use of limewater
structures

is

by no means

as a consolidating agent for wall paintings and stone

a recent development.

The mechanism of its use assumes

that

the calcium hydroxide present in the limewater will act as a bridge between existing, but

broken connections of original calcium carbonate grains as
consolidating material

problem

is

is

The

carbonates. Since the

comprised of the same materials as the stone

itself, little

foreseen regarding the obstruction of porosity, or variations in thermal

However, there has been considerable debate as

expansion.
treatment

is

it

actually successful in

its

to

whether

this traditional

performance.

application of lime treatments spans hundreds of years of stone maintenance

and conservation

efforts.

Lime "watering"

actually only part

is

regimen which traditionally includes several

steps,

of a whole treatment

by which lime-based treatments

applied to the stone to effect a total restoration in appearance and structure. This

generally carried out in the

Friable

way of maintenance,

masonry was

dealt with

above, which acted as a whole and

Following an

was

initial

fit

by

'^"^

was

notably for the cathedrals in England.

this series

into an overall

of lime-based treatments mentioned

comprehensive conservation plan.

survey of condition and the execution of structural repairs, cleaning

traditionally effected first with water to "soften" crusts, followed

hot lime poultice.

are

by application of a

This was traditionally packed on, and sealed in order to maintain a

Caroe. "Repirs to Vicar's Chapel, Wells," Association for the Studies in the Consei-vation of Historic
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wet surface during the two

were then used

to three

week

for patches or repairs.

process.''*''

Lime mortar and grouting mixes

ConsoHdation of the

friable stone followed,

by way

of lime watering.

Lime watering
above the
hydroxide
covered

traditionally consists of

This

settled lime in a slaking tank.

suspension

in

in order to

(0.

prevent

removing the limewater, which remains
is

14g/100ml water).'

its

carbonation.

stone surface refuses to absorb any

more

a solution with a

'^

It is

important to keep this solution

Several applications are required, until the

liquid.'

Application generally consists of

spraying or washing the limewater over the surface of the stone.

hydroxide

is

exposed

to the air,

it

formation of calcium carbonate.

low content of calcium

As

the calcium

reacts with carbon dioxide in the air resulting in the

Volume and weight of the calcium hydroxide

increase as they carbonate during their exposure to the gas following the

mechanism whereby mortars harden.

'^^

particles

same

The subsequent production of calcite

crystals

interlocking with the calcite crystals of the limestone has a consolidating effect.

Overall, the treatment

It is

is

believed to have a "hardening" effect on friable stone surfaces.

expected to decay in the same

same material which

way

as the historic masonry, since

exists inherently in the stone.

reduce the porosity of the stones; and theoretically,
re-crystallize at the surface

^

''"•ibid.,

'^*
'^'

not expected to significantly

within the stone are expected to

p. 8.

Ashurst, "The Cleaning and Treatment of Limestone by the 'Lime Method'

N.3, (1984),
'^"^

salts

p.

consists of the

of the consolidated stone, instead of within the stone's

Buildings, Transactions V. 4. (1979),
'

It is

it

Part I,"

Monumentum W.ll

238.

p.242.

Forty applications were required at Wells cathedral.
"Lime Treatments: Lime Weathering and Sheter Coating of Friable Historic Masonry,"
Price and Ross. 'The Cleaning and Treatment of Limestone by the 'Lime Method.' Part II: A
Technical Appraisal of Stone Conservaiton Techniques Employed at Wells Cathedral," p. 3 10.
Ibid.,

p. 243.

Fidler,

81

p. 52.

decayed subsurface.
lime

is

would

'^^**

Following any necessary surface repair work, a shelter coating of

traditionally added, as a protective, but sacrificial layer,

'^"^

since this material

react with sulfur dioxide in the atmosphere to produce calcium sulfate.''"'

Studies have been conducted to test this approach since

with Robert Baker's work on the statuary
recognition and use following his efforts

"appropriateness" of this material.
essentially a like replacement;

As

its

at

Well's Cathedral.

was

at least the

One

mid 1950s,

reason for this wide-

the apparent compatibility and

application

is

a traditional approach,

it

is

and since a "craft tradition" existed, which could be

supported and counted on to apply this treatment correctly, the technique seemed even

more

appealing.''"

Moreover, the potential for

later re-treatment is feasible

with

this

technique.

Lime water has enjoyed

a resurgence in popularity during the second half of the

twentieth century, as the use of polymers

their costs

can be prohibitive for larger

sensitive approach to

monument

care

is still

being researched for improvements and

projects.''*

Response

may be part of the

life

more

reason for this resurgence.

However, the method does require maintenance, as part of an
treatment which can purportedly extend the

to the desire for a

original system of

of limestone.''*" Success with

this

"Lime Treatments: Lime Weathering and Shelter Coating of Friable Historic Masonry," p.51.
The Cleaning and Treatment of Limestone by the 'Lime Method". Part I.," p. 246.
" Price and Ross. "The Cleaning and Treatment
of Limestone by the 'Lime Method.' Part II: A
Technical Appraisal of Stone Conservaiton Techniques Employed at Wells Cathedral," p. 306.
Fidler, "Lime Treatments: Lime Weathering and Sheter Coating of Friable Historic Masonry," p. 51;
Caroe, "Wells Cathedral, TTie West Front: Policy and Techniques;" Caroe, "Repairs to Vicar's Chapel,
Fidler,

'

Ashhurst,

'

Wells."

"Lime Treatments: Lime Weathering and Shelter Coating of Friable Historic Masonry,"

"

Fidler,

^

Ibid., p.52.

82

p. 55.

treatment has been observed mostly

and some

when

applied to oolitic or

magnesium

limestones,

chalks.''*^

Despite recent claims of

its

potential to create a significant

improvement

to

limestone condition, the so-called "Lime-method," which encompasses the entire

aforementioned cycle of treatments
limestone problems.
consolidant," and

not considered a definitive solution for

is

Although many conservators consider

numerous cases have reported

surfaces, others question

support the claims of

its

its

impact. There

effectiveness,

is

owing

its

its

all

use to be a "natural

ability to strengthen

powdered or

a lack of quantifiable evidence

soft

which could

to the fact that the limewater's results very

nearly match the original stone, and an increase in bonding has been difficult to observe.

The mechanism and length of the treatment's

effects

remain

in question.

Petrographic examination, micro-porosity change or abrasion resistance and strength

measurements have not yet been able

to

confirm deposits of newly formed calcium

carbonate, and differentiate them from the stone's natural crystals.

''''^

An

increase in

weight, however, has been observed.''*^ However, recent experiments have renewed

it

may

"Lime Treatments: Lime Weathering and Sheter Coating of Friable Historic Masonry,"

p. 52.

interest in studying the

may

how

effective

or

not be.

Fidler,
'

method, and therefore understanding just

Price and Ross. "The Cleaning and Treatment of Limestone by the 'Lime Method.' Part IT

Technical Appraisal of Stone Conservaiton Techniques Employed

A

at Wells Cathedral," p. 306-8; Fidler,
"Lime Treatments: Lime Weathering and Sheter Coating of Friable Historic Masonry," p. 53; Brajer,
Kalsbeek, " Limewater Absorption and Calcite Crystal Formation on a Limewater-Impregnated Secco
Wall Painting,"
Studies in Conservation V.44. 1999); Trampedach. "Lime-based Materials Used in the Conservation of
Wall Paintings in Denmark," Western Medieval Wall Paintings: Studies and Conservation Experience.
(Rome: ICCROM, 1997).
*^
Price and Ross. "The Cleaning and Treatment of Limestone by the 'Lime Method.' Part IL A
Technical Appraisal of Stone Conservaiton Techniques Employed at Wells Cathedral," p. 3 10.
(
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The common reference
paintings, suggests that

constant.

The

into the stone.

it

is

to

limewater in the

literature, as a

potentially effective only

when

consolidant for wall

application to the surface

is

surface must remain wet in order for the limewater to continue to penetrate

If the application is

stopped and the surface allowed to dry between

applications, then the lime water will

fail to

penetrate in depth, building up on the

surface, forming a milk-white coating instead, similar to that resulting

from an over-

application.''*^

The use of

a poulticing

medium

with constant moisture, allowing an

in

in this

experiment should provide the surface

depth penetration of the limewater. In

this

way,

the effects of the actual penetration and consolidation can be addressed without the need
"*

for constant supervision during application.

Of notable importance

Some

is

the time factor required for crystal

sources indicate that calcite crystallization

is

is

yet

unknown

to occur.

not visible after 14 days, yet

A

apparent in great abundance by 80 days after treatment.'
for crystal formation

growth

for such a treatment

and

is

more precise time range

is

certainly something to be

researched further.
Results on

its

consolidating action

was "inconclusive"

in tests utilizing a

radioactive tracer; finding that, although deposition occurred up to

only the

first

2mm at the

surface had a significant deposit of

new

26mm into

material.'

the stone,

The same

Brajer and Kalsbeek, "Limewater Absorption and Calcite Crystal Formation on a Limewater-

'

Impregnated Secco wall painting," Studies in Conservation V.44, (1999), p 145-156.
Trampedach. "Lime-based Materials Used in the Conservation of Wall Paintings in Denmark."
Brajer and Kalsbeek, "Limewater Absorption and Calcite Crystal Formation on a LimewaterImpregnated Secco wall painting."
Fidler, "Lime Treatments: Lime Weathering and Sheter Coating of Friable Historic Masonry," p. 53;
Price, Ross and White, "A Further Appraisal of the 'Lime Technique' for Limestone Consolidation,
Using a Radioactive Tracer," Studies in Conservation 33. (1988).

study also revealed that limewater does, in

fact,

deposit up to 5 times as

hydroxide into the surface than a hot-lime poultice might.
Part of the confusion over

types of lime exist, a fact which

is

specified.'^'

The lime type used

stones are the

same

produced will differ

its

'^°

may stem from

generally not recognized

relates to the

the fact that

when

treatment

it

all

lime

follows that different lime types

state indicate that the success

to the conservator's use

of the chemical theory behind

of lime mortar

this treatment

of the treatment might

repair, than

method. '"^^

certainly needed.

with the

Overall, there

to believe that limewater, at least partially, consolidates friable stone;

is

is

in content as well.

have more connection

investigation

many different

calcium carbonate content, as not

prior to their transition into lime;

Other experiments seem to

viability

efficacy

much calcium

is

reason

however, more

'^^

Other concerns regarding impact of the actual application process are a
consideration.

softer than

some

Through experience,

on harder stones.

'^^

it

Studies also report that the method can be successful on

areas of particular stones, while

The amount of water entering

appears that the treatment has a better impact on

it

appears to be fruitless on other areas of the same.

the stones in the course of treatment,

threatening to the stone's conservation, as water

Fidler,

is

is

potentially

notoriously damaging in

its

ability to

"Lime Treatments: Lime Weathering and Sheter Coating of Friable Historic Masonry," p. 55.
and White, "A Further Appraisal of the 'Lime Technique' for Limestone Consolidation,

Price, Ross,

Using
'

a Radioactive Tracer," p. 185.

Price and Ross. "The Cleaning and Treatment of Limestone

by the 'Lime Method.' Part

Technical Appraisal of Stone Conservaiton Techniques Employed
'

Quayle, "The Case Against Limewater

(or,

II:

Wells Cathedral," p.31
the Futility of Consolidating Stone with Calcium

Hydroxide)," Consrevation News, Issue 59. (1996), p.68.
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at

A
1.

carry

(The Wells Cathedral treatment required 50 applications of limewater).'^^

salts.

Calculations reflecting the 40 applications of limewater, which are traditionally

recommended during

treatment,

Critics of this

stone surface.'^

quantity of lime, and

show

large

achieved.

it

is

applied.

the stone.

may actually be removing the

to consolidating

it,

2.5ml

is

slated to treat

0.5m^ of

an extremely small

Clay swelling, contraction and iron

chemical processes which might be initiated/ instigated by the

amount of water entering

application

that

is

not likely to produce any significant consolidation on the

is

all

2.5ml of consolidant

method point out

proportionally large area to which

oxide oxidation are

that

Finally, the constant stream

of water during

superficial layer of decayed stones, as

hence the appearance will be improved, but the general aim

opposed

is

not

'^^

The use of an alcohol-limewater mixture has been suggested,

in order to facilitate

the growth of calcium carbonate crystals within the stone, and will be tested in this thesis.

The experiment

utilizes propyl- l-ol for the dispersion

imderstanding that this solution
solution,

and therefore

will, in fact,

to penetrate the stone.

of calcium hydroxide with the

enable more calcium hydroxide to enter
In this

way, crystals will be produced

greater abundance and hopefully at a greater depth than with limewater alone.

'^'

in

'^^

Ibid., p. 69.

"^ Caroe, "Repairs to Vicars' Chapel, Wells;" Caroe, "Wells Cathedral, The West Front: Policy
and

Techniques," Transactions. V.4 (\979).

Quayle, "The Case Against Limewater
Hydroxide),"
"* Ibid. p.69.

Giorgi, Dei, and Baglioni,

Lime

(or, the Futility

of Consolidating Stone with Calcium

p. 70.

"A New Method

in Alcohol," Studies in

for Consolidating wall Paintings

Consen'ation V.45. (1999),

p.

154-156.

Based on Dispersions of

Concern with the

traditional lime technique, or variations

idea of using an alcohol-limewater solution to facilitate the

on

its

use,

spawned

mechanism of this

the

treatment.

This technique relies on the premise that saturated limewater solutions are too weak in
their concentration to

perform any useful degree of consolidation.

Ca (OH)2

solubility (l.Tgl') of

were examined as a possible

Therefore,

in water.

Ca (0H)2

This

were found to be much more concentrated than suspensions

due

to the

low

dispersions in propan-1-ol

The alcohol dispersions were

substitute.

is

in water.

investigated, and

The lime

dispersions had a concentration of l.Tgl', while the lime-alcohol dispersion

concentrations were determined to have concentrations around 6.25 gl' (roughly three

times more

Ca (0H)2

than the traditional aqueous lime solution).'^"

The study

also

evaluated the consolidating power these same dispersions, and results indicated that they

produced very effective consolidation.'^'
In this procedure,

depth of

at least

it

was hoped

'^^
It

toxicity,

limewater

is

a

should be noted that slaked lime was utilized, as

stable (attributed to

compared

would be able

to penetrate to a

2-3milimeters, in order to avoid formation of a surface film."'"

barium poses problems such as higher
option.

that the dispersion

its

more
it

Since

suitable treatment

was found

to

be more

lower average particle diameter) than hydrated lime, when

in the study.'

''

Applied with a poultice over Japanese paper, the more stable

lime putty in alcohol was introduced onto the wall paintings.

'^^

"Ibid., p. 155-156.
'ibid., p. 154.

-Ibid., p.l54.

As mentioned

before, inorganic consolidants are

material, limewater or

more durable and chemically compatible

barium hydroxide suspensions

in

to original

water are the most compatible consolidants for

limestone.

^Ibid.,p.l56.
Giorgi, Dei, and Baglioni,

.

"A New Method

for Consolidating wall Paintings
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Based on Dispersions of

Lime/alcohol dispersions consisted of up to three times more

aqueous dispersions, and were stable over a number of hours.

As

Ca (OH)"

than

a result, the

experiments proved very successful, and the treatment was recommended by the authors
for use

on any surface which could also be consolidated by limewater methods.

'^^

Other variations on the limewater method have included experiments whereby
consolidation

is

achieved using the organic molecules extracted from shells (Mytilus

califomianus shells)

With

in the pores.

that

in

order to produce a "bio-induced" calcium carbonate precipitation

the help of alizarin

it

became apparent

induced calcite crystals were more apparent when the shells were used, as opposed

The authors found

formations without their presence.

due

dye on thin section analysis,

to this

that an increase in

to

cohesion was

induced precipitation. Unfortunately, the complicated preparation of this

matrix makes

it

difficult to

recommend

as a treatment in large scale or in situ

circumstances.'^*

Sample Preparation

II.

Limestone consolidation was carried out on the cuiTent replacement stone, chosen
in

2000, for the Ayyubid wall.

A poulticing

method was used

to increase the length of application time, following the

which have demonstrated

Lime

in

Alcohol,"

that

keeping the surface wet

good

is

to

apply the solution,

results of recent studies

essential for crystal

growth

p. 155-6.

^^Ibid., p. 159.

Tiano, "Stone Reinforcement by Calcite Crystal Precipitation Induced by Organic Matrix Molecules,"
Studies in Conservation V. 40. (1995),

p.

17 1-176.

to achieve the

needed

size.

Poulticing has the advantage of accomplishing a

constantly wet surface with less labor.

Two

were

sets of stone

treated.

One with limewater was

taken from the top of a

slaked lime supply, allowing the lime to settle after the solution was shaken.

poultice

was applied

in the

The second one used

same way described

previous chapters.

a limewater and alcohol poultice, based

solution in Giorgi, Dei and Baglioni's research.

III.

in the

The

on the use of

this

'^^

Results

These samples were prepared for future analysis which, due

to time constraints

required for noticeable crystal growth to occur, could not be performed in this study.

Only weight changes were monitored and are reported

'

'

in table

1 1

below.

Ibid., p. 175.

Giorgi, Dei, and Baglioni,

"A New Method

for Consolidating

89

Wall Paintings Based on Dispersions of

Table 10: Weight Gain after poulticing application

Chapter VI: Conclusions

Conclusions and Issues for Further Research

Characterization of the current replacement stone revealed

Its

clay content

is

significantly higher than that

some

interesting facts.

of the previous nummulitic and non-

nummulitic stone samples. These clays are most probably expansive, and

it

should be

noted that cracking began within two cycles of capillary water absorption and drying in
the laboratory. This stone

is

also extremely susceptible to water pressure, as

apart under mild water pressure during cutting. Therefore, the use

it

easily falls

of a surfactant

is

a

reasonable option for controlling clay swelling, and subsequently decreasing the rate of
deterioration within this stone. Overall,

not

recommended

it

seems

to

be a generally weak limestone, and

for the wall's restoration.

Large amounts of silica sand were also present

upwards of 18%. making

its

in the current

is

stone samples,

characterization very different from the original stone.

Further research into the types of clays present in the stone and a

characterization

is

more

detailed

an avenue of research which should be pursued in the future.

Results from desalination testing indicate that the presence of the surfactant
increased significantly the amount of salt removed from the sample stones.

that poulticing

removed

the salts that

had mainly concentrated

at

SEM verified

or just below the surface

of the stone. The application of the barium hydroxide consolident, by poulticing shows
that

it

contributes to salt extraction at a comparable degree to water.

However, there was

a dramatic alteration in halite crystal size, as a result of surfactant presence.
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Its

use

in controlling the size,

and therefore possibly the impact, of

salt crystallization,

makes

it

a

very appealing choice for a protective agent on the Ayyubid wall.
Consolidation by

relation to the

Ayyubid

way

of limewater

is

a topic

may

further research in

Depth of penetration

city wall conservation.

techniques reviewed in this paper

which begs

for the consolidating

require further study, as the findings in this

experiment identified only small, scattered amounts of barium within the stone's surface.

The

effect of a

combined limewater-

surfactant treatment

is

also a potential topic for

further research.

As

the restoration of the

Ayyubid wall

is

an ongoing project, progress

research of these methods will be of great benefit to the

to continue these studies

site

work.

It

and monitor the action of such applications,

applied to the Ayyubid wall restoration project.
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in the

remains important

if

they are in fact,

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
Material Characterization: Test Series

Number One

CAPILLARY WATER ABSORPTION
Samples consist of 5x5x5cm limestone cubes,

Time

with

an absorptive area of 25cm

2.

'q.
(0

O

CJ

(3UJO/6)

96:

!|/\|

TOTAL IMMERSION
No

weight change

Imbibition Capacity (IC)

for:

sample #1 =9.19g
sample #2 = 8.94g

sample #3 = 8.99g

Weight gain from dry sample weight for:
sample #1 = 24.90g = 9.19%
sample #2 = 24.52g = 8.94%
sample #3 = 24.29g = 8.99%

DRYING INDEX
Samples consist of 5x5x5cm limestone cubes,

Time

with

an absorptive area of 25cm

o
o>

c

APPENDIX A
Material Characterization: Test Series

Number Two

CAPILLARY WATER ABSORPTION
Samples consist of 5x5x5 cm limestone cubes,

Time

with

an absorptive area of 25cm

Il + I

(ZUio/6)

100

m

m

a
o
(0

TOTAL IMMERSION
'placed

in

Time
(hours)

immersion

directly

Sample
Weight
#1

from capillary absorption, began the test already wet.

AMM%

Sample

#1

Weight (g)
#2

(g)

AMM%

Sample

AI\/IM%

Weight (g)
#2

#3

#3

DRYING INDEX
Samples consist of 5x5x5cm limestone cubes.
Time

c

APPENDIX B
Material Characterization: Acid Insoluble Content of Replacement Stones

*

Sample

Carried out

at the

University of Pennsylvania
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APPENDIX E
Desalination: Salt Impregnation Results
*(See Bourguignon, Appendix C,

p.

167)
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APPENDIX G
Desalination: Surfactant Properties/ CIVIC

Concentration
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